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Dr. Robert R. Martin day~a tribute to a legend
By THERESA KLI8Z
News Editor
Dr. Robert Richard Martin, who will
retire September 30, following a 16 year
tenure ai the sixth preaident of Eastern,
and Mrs. Anne Martin, will be honored
with a trlbuU dinner tonight in the Keen
Johnaon Building.
The dinner, scheduled for 6:30 p.m. in
the Grand Ballroom, will be proceeded
by a I pan. reception in honor of the
Martini in Walnut Hall.
The Alumni Association, which U
sponsoring the reception and dinner has
announced that more than 1,600 tickets
have been sold. The dinner guests will be
lested in the Grand Ballroom and ad-

jacent rooms which will be equipped with
closed circuit television so the guests
may view the program.
At the dinner, the 34,000 member
Alumni Association will present a
retirement gift to the Martins, paid for by
contributions from alumni, faculty, staff
and friends of the University.
Earlier today the Student Association,
headed by preaident Jimmy Chandler
honored the Martins with s luncheon in
the Stratton building where former
presidents of the association were beard.
Following the luncheon everyone Is
invited to s sign unveiling, scheduled for
2:15 p.m. at the Robert R. Martin Uw
Enforcement, Fire Science and Traffic

Center, which was named for the
president at the request of law enforcement majors.
<
Governor Julian Carroll and five
former Kentucky governors will bead s
list of distinguished speakers who will
present remarks In tribute to Dr. and
Mrs. Martin at the dinner.
Joining Governor Carroll in saluting
Dr. Martin will be former governors Earl
Clements, Bert Combs, Edward T.
Breathitt, Louie B. Nunn, and Wendell H.
Ford. Robert B. Begley of Richmond,
Chairman of the Board of Regents, will
represent Eastern's governing body.
Other speakers will include Judge
James Chenautt of the 25th Judicial

speak
Dr. Dixon A. Barr, Dean of the College
of Education will represent the faculty
and Miss Christine Reynolds, a senior
psychology major will deliver a salute to
the Martins on behalf of the student body.
She Is president of Collegiate Pentacle, a
senior honor society.

District; two representatives of the
Alumni Association Clarence H. Gilford,
Katohan, New York, a member of the
first graduating class in IMS, and Dr.
Robert Tarvin, president of John A.
Logan College in Csrterville, Illinois, s
IMS graduate.
Edward Prichard, Frankfort, vicechairman of the State Council on Public
High Education, will represent the
council; Dr. Ted Gilbert, a 1939 graduate
who has served both the State Department of Education and the Higher
Education Council will also speak on
behalf of public education.
Current president of the Association,
Conley L. Manning of Frsnkfort will also

audience this evening," Feltner'stated.
Honorary co-chairmen of the committee are Gifford and Leslie Anderson,
Texarkana, Texas, who were classmates
in 1909. Anderson was the first person to
receive a degree from the University In a
public commencement ceremony.
Represented in the committee are
alumni, faculty and staff, retired faculty
and members of the Richmond community leadership.

Donald Feltner, Vice Preaident for
Public Affairs, will serve as master of
ceremonies at the dinner and is also
chairman of the Tribute committee, a 25member working committee.
"We are doing everything possible to
make this a truly memorable occasion
for Dr. and Mrs. Martin as well as our

In addition to special tributes from the
group of distinguished speakers, Dr. and
Mrs. Martin will receive special musical
tributes from several university music
groups and vocalists.
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Not just for team

'First home game is a tough one'
By NANCY HUNGARLAND
and
ERIC MIDDLEBROOK

A tribute to the Martins
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Martin will be honored tonight with a
special tribute dinner in the Keene Johnson Building. Dr.

Martin is retiring after 16 years as president of the University.

When the bands sound off, the crowds
cheer and the players begin their battle
on the field in the Eastern-Wittenburg
game Saturday, a number of people will
breathe a sigh of relief
One In particular. Athletic Director
Don Combs, will feel a little better when
the home football season is finally underway. "The first time out is Just a little
bit shakey," he admits, depsite months of
preparation and planning.
Hundreds of details that must be attended to before the first whistle is blown
often make the preparations a hectic
business. "And here I sit with a broken
leg, which kind of slows things down,"
says Combs, who was recently Injured In
an accident on the golf course.
It's the things that most people never
realise have to be arranged by someone
that take up so much of bis time, he
explains.
For Instance, someone has to come up
with such essentials as a loudspeaker for
the cheerleaders, press passes and
complimentary tickets, ushers and
program sellers, first aid personnel,
parking asssiatsnee, eligibility lists, and
even a chain crew, scoreboard announcer and sideline photographer.
"I've actually got a whole letter here
on bow officials are to be handled," be
says, that dictates required facilities and
security the school must provide.
"I'm not complaining," Combs said,
"That's all part of the Job, but It shows
how It can get hairy." And, he Is quick to
add, "OfcouM, I dont do all this. I try to
coordinate It all."
,
In organising the football program.
Combs has depended on the help and

Students may not realize It, but a
philosophy course on organisational
ethics could be one of the most relevant
classes they have the chance to take
during their collage years, according to
assistant professor of philosophy Dr.
Bonnie Gray.
"I should be teaching this course to a
capacity crowd in Brock Auditorium,"
she says, "because In this day and age
eteryons comes Into some contact with
organisations."
Careers In teaching, business, law,
government, health fields, public administration and a number of other fields
require a working knowledge of
organisational systems and experience
In making decisions on ethical questions.
"We live in a society of organisations
and all are basically similar in
operation." explains Dr. Robert K.
Landrum, professor of management and
co-teacher of the course, PHI 450 The
course brings In "real world stuff" and
relates "even to day to day living" by
covering the moral aspects of career and
TwenintiiTtial decisions.
lbs two Instructors see the relevance
of the new class, but they are not finding
it easy to convince prospective students
of the need for such a study. They say
students gat scared off because the
course Is offered In philosophy and wont
look at Its practical applications during
and after college.
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Behind the scenes at the theatre
is slot of planning, outlining, and
proofing not to mention hard
work.
Terry
Taylor,

»
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page
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Organisations Editor has the
story on page 2.
EKU vs. Wtttenburg will be quite
a showdown at Hanger Field
Saturday at 2p.m. The Tigers of
Wlttenburg had a 12-1 record last
year. Maria Ridenour, Sports
Editor, has the story on page 9.

Concerning Landrum
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Twelve students are enrolled In the
course which meets on Wednesday nights
this fall "That may not seam like
much," says Gray, "but for an upper
division philosophy class It must be a
record."
She says Interest Is running high and
everyone is participating In dais even
more so than In bar other courses.
Landrum agrees that things are "going
fine." However he adds, "I Just wish
there were more there."
Lack of numbers isn't slowing the class
down though
According to Gray,
"Never has a class for so few people been
so well prepared for."
Two huge files of Information have
been compiled during almost s year of
preparation and planning by the teachers
as they pull together knowledge from two
fields—philosophy and management—
for the Interdisciplinary course.
The semester begins by setting the
background for the two subjects so
students can start to form a basis for
decision-making.
Later, class format will canter on
student discussion of specific cases to
determine whether or not they agree with
decisions made within organisations.
They will Inspect codes of conduct to see
how they could be Improved and
•yea explore the problems of "firing,
hiring and dealing with personnel.
"We want to supply them with
guidelines," Landrum says, "so
(See ETHICS, sage B)
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By JACKIE BUXTON LYNCH

relevant for today
Staff Writer

After years of feeding Eastern's
football crowds, director of food services
Larry Martin says that concessions sales
are Just routine and require little
preparation.
No food Is stored at the stadium, so on
the day of the game everything needed Is
moved over there. Cafeteria and grill
personnel run the stands.
Although Martin does not keep an
exact count of Items sold, he says that on
a hot day anywhere from 3,000 to 4,000
cokes are consumed. Approximately
2,000 hot dogs are eaten at each game.
Martin Is proud that prices for food and
drink have not risen in four years. Hot
dogs still sell for 29 cents, as do 12 ounce
soft drinks.
Karl S. Park, sports information
director, la In charge of advertising and
layout for football programs.
"We started advertising work in late
May and program space was sold by midAugust," Park said. "Copy work started

Martin files motion
to dismiss lawsuit

Philosophy of ethics
By NANCY HUNGARLAND

cooperation of more than 100 people
working throughout the summer In
ticket, concession, maintenance, public
information and field care operations.
Ticket sales have long been the
province of Mrs Minnie Coleman who
works out of her office In Alumni
Coliseum. Season ticket sales began
near the first of August and will end at
noon tomorrow, so the , last week
especially has been "very, very busy",
she says.
So far. In the range of 2,500 season
passes have been sold, which is about the
same number as in previous years.
According to Combs, faculty are the
largest consumers, although a good
number of townspeople and alumni purchase tickets each year.
After the season ticket deadline,
tickets will be broken down into single
game purchases. Sales for Saturday's
game end at 4:30 p.m. tomorrow and then
open again at 10 a.m. Saturday at the
Begley box office.

Discrete message
All the world loves a lover and one ambitious person makes no bones about his choice
of mates by telling the whole campus with a sheet and some paint.

Dr. Robert R. Martin and other
University officials have filed a motion In
the Federal District Court st Lexington
to dismiss the lawsuit brought against
them this summer by Dr. Robert K.
Landrum.
A professor in the College of Business,
Landrum filed suit against the University after allegedly being denied tenure
and upon receiving a terminal employment contract to end In May 1977.
Landrum is suing for approximately 11.3
million.(Complaints filed state but one
side of the case.)
lbs defendants In the case are: Dr.
Martin, Dr. Howard A. Thompson, dean
of lbs College of Business; Dr. Warren
Mullen, former chairman of the College
of Business; Dr. John D. Rowlett, vice
president of Academic Affairs; and the
Board of Regents (with the exception of
the Student Regent).
According to Landrum, Dean
Thompson and President Martin refused
to give Urn reasons for his termination.
"They stonewalled it," said Landrum,
"and since I knew that there was not one
legitimate reason for my not being
reappotnted, I wished to learn If the
various defendants knew of a fabricated
reason. My only way to attain this
knowledge wss through litigation."
Dr. Martin said the allegation is totally
untrue.
Concerning tenure, Landrum claims
that he and Dr. Martin made an oral
contract when be was hired In 1974 in
which Martin said after two years of
satisfactory teaching performance,
tenure would be granted to turn.

Tenure is a practice given to some
faculty whereby they become permanent
staff until they retire.
Landrum said when his two years of
teaching were nearly completed, he
wrote Dr. Martin reminding him of his
"promise" and Martin "dodged the
Issue". He was told that be would have to
acquire recommendations from the
department chairman and dean. Landrum said he was unable to obtain these
recommendations, because the chairman stated that Landrum had already
been terminated.
Landrum said his rights under the 14th
amendment were violated by the
University by refusing to grant ham
specific reasons for the negative
evaluation. (The dean and particalary
chairman In the College of Ihanhesa.
along with other named defendants are
responsible for making recommendations as to the hiring and firing of
faculty In a department)
In addition to aaking for reversal of the
terminal contract decision and for tanare
consideration, the complaint filed by
Landrum's lawyer on June 2Mh makes
these demands:
—That the defendants, uMthidually or
in concert, conspired to breach aad
actually did breach the oral tanare
contract with Landrum...
-that on or around May I, 1974! Dr.
Thompson, maliciously, with reckless
disregard for the rights of Landrum,
communicated to Dr. Bonnie Gray,
assistant professor of philosophy, false
statements that were defamatory aad
(See
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Indebted...
We must attribute growth
to Martin s endeavors ..

Senator elections next week
Student Senate elections for
prospective senators will be
Thursday, Sept. 23 in the Powell
Building from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Although the voter turnout has
in the past been a disappointment, the voting this year
doesn't seem to be worrying the
Senate officials as much as filling
all the available seats. Mike
Duggins, temporary Elections
Committee chairman, said there
will be more seats available this
year but unfortunately not

enough people applying to fill the
position.
The Student Senate cannot
accomplish anything with out
student support. Get involved,
by attending a few of the Student
Senate meetings Tuesday nights
at 6 p.m., generally held in the
Kennamer
Room
(Powell
Building).
Get involved by showing your
support for some of the candidates next Thursday.

"The Truth Shall Make You
Free..."
To Robert Richard Martin that
passage from the Gospel according to John means "The
truth shall liberate only those
with the urge to seek it, the
wisdom to understand it, and the
courage to live by it," according
to Donald R. Feltner, vice
president for Public Affairs.
Just as everyone probably has
a biblical verse or two that they
reverence, that particular verse
has been the motto that Dr.
Martin has lived by through his
16 years as president of the
University.
Much has been said about Dr.
Martin, unfortunately good and
bad, but much of the good is too
often overlooked and-or taken
for granted. We must attribute
the
incredible
growth
statistics—from
a
total
enrollment of 2,967 before
Martin's administration to the
last available figures of 13,340—
directly and indirectly to the
President's accomplishments.
The growth of the faculty has
increased from 126 to 600 with
more than 34 per cent of them
today holding the doctorate.
Growth of the physical plant has
risen in value from $7 million to
$120 million; degree programs
from 26 to 220.
To honor these astonishing
accomplishments, a tribute

dinner will be given tonight in
the Keen Johnson Ballroom for
Dr. and Mrs. Martin. Governor
Julian Carroll and five former
Kentucky Governors are among
a list of distinguished speakers.
Conley L. Manning, current
president of the Alumni
Association, will present a
retirement gift to the Martins at
the dinner. In addition, a special
musical tribute from several'
University music groups and
vocalists will be presented
during the evening.
It is only proper that such an
evening be hosted for this exceptional University benefactor.
For it is through his years of
service in improving the
educational facilities, continuing
the development of academic
programs, and enhancing the
beauty of the campus from
season to season that has made
the University what it is—Dr.
Martin's "vision of greatness".
We send our gratitude for the
many years of freedom of expression that the Progress has
experienced under Martin's
administration
There have
been a few visits to the office
from time to time, but always
after the fact, never before. This
alone expresses the fair
judgement that he has always
had for the student press.
We extend our best wishes to
the Martins in the many years
that lie ahead.

Philosopher explains proper decision making
By BONNIE GRAY
Asst. Professor of Philosophy
As we begin another school
year, there is one fact which
strikes every person on this
campus-and that is the number
of decisions that each of us has to
make each day. Some of these
decisions like what to eat for
lunch are fairly insignificant
(unless one chooses unwisely).
Other decisions like what
courses to take next semester
and whose advice to listen to are
more significant.
Still other decisions like which
college to attend and whom we
will marrv (or whether to marry
at all) are even more significant.
By now you're probably
thinking, so what? The fact that
wo make a lot of decisions each
day is hardly news to anyone.
On this point I agree.
What may be news to some of
you is the following suggestion
about how to prepare yourself
not only to make better decisions
Inil also to be more confident
about the dicisions you make.
If you look through the courses
which are being offered this
semester, you will not find any
entitled 'Beginning Decision
Making.''
"Intermediate
Decision making." and "Adanced Decision Making." Even
hough you may laugh at this
Miggestion. the need for such
courses is great.
To compensate for the need to
become mope skilled in making
decisions. I have begun to include
in some of the courses I teach,
the development of techniques
and skills which are useful and
important in decision making.
And what do you teach, you
ask° The answer is that I teach
philosophy. Wait! Don't quit
reading as what follows may
help to clear up some misconceptions you have about
philosophy, even if it does
nothing to improve your decision
making ability.

I imagine that most of you
would caricature a philosopher
as an old man, smoking a pipe,
sitting in a cobwebbed studythinking. I am a professional
philosopher and I am not old, not
a man and do not smoke a pipe.
My office is slightly cobwebby
not necessarily because I'm a
philosopher, but because I
haven't taken time to dust.
Briefly, philosophy is \ concerned to help people clarify the
ideas and concepts which they

(guest opinion)
and other individuals use to
communicate and express their
thoughts. Certainly if I do not
understand the meaning of
someone's suggestion. I cannot
make an intelligent decision
about whether to agree or
disagree with that suggestion.
Before making such decisions,
we must be sure we understand
just what is being proposed.
In helping us to clarify concepts and ideas, philosophy
helps the individual to be clearer
about what others are proposing
for our approval or disapproval.
It is also important that each
person understand the meaning
and implications of what he or
she is proposing.
Philosophy helps a person to
be clearer about his. her own
Ideas Again, the clearer we are
about the ideas and concepts we
think with, the more likely we
are to make better decisions
What makesone decision better
than some other one that we
could have made?
Before I
answer that question. I want you
to think about how you go about
making decisions now. Suppose
you had to decide whether or not
to attend party tonight. .
Furthermore, once you were
at the party it is reasonable to
suppose that you would have the
opportunity to make several
other decisions about what to do
or not to do while at the party.

Let's look at how we often go
about making such decisions.
Some people would flip a coin.
Heads they would go to the party
and tails they would stay home.
Maybe you think this is as good
as any other way to make a
decision about whether or not to
go to a party. Maybe it is.
What if the decision is whether
or not to get married? Would the
heads or tails technique be a
good one in that case? Would
you feel confident marrying
someone because the toss came
up heads instead of tails?
Another way in which we
make decisions is by asking
someone else what they would do
if they had to make such a
decision. While there is much
that can be said about seeking
out advice, there is much to be
said against this technique. The
person from whom we seek
advice is often in no better
position to make the decision
than we are.
Is your roommate in the
position to make the decision for
you concerning whether you
should get married?
Not
necessarily. Then why do we
often ask someone else what we
should do? It is because we do
not want to accept the responsibility for such decisions, should
things turn out unfavorable.
Maybe we would feel a lot better
about accepting the responsibility for our decisions if we
were more confident about the
process by which we arrive at
them
Many people base decisions on
their chances of getting caught.
This is an interesting case
because it means that what the
person is thinking of doing is
either illegal or disapproved of
by other people or even oneself.
While basing one's decision on
the chances of getting caught
shows a bit of prudence, it also
indicates that the person is
leaving out one very important
fact. That is. of course, that

t
'

even if no one catches you, you
cannot hide from yourself. You
will know what decision you
have made and will have to live
with it.
And now, at last, a few words
about good decision making
techniques. Good decisions
begin with increased selfawareness.
Before you can
make a good decision you need to
be aware of certain things about
yourself as well as about the
situation. You need to be sure
you understand all of your options and the probable consequences of each one.
You also need to be aware of
your attitudes. Attitudes often
influence your decisions without
your even knowing it. Because
of certain attitudes you have you
often eliminate certain courses
of action before you give them
due consideration.
Before you make important
decisions you need to be more
aware of your goals. If you have
certain long range goals for your
life and the person you're
thinking of marrying does not
share these goals (or thinks
they're unimportant), you'd
better take this into account
before you make the decision to
get married.
I hope that these comments
have stimulated you to think
about your . techniques for
decision making.
Hopefully
some of the ideas contained in
this article will stimulate
discussion. Stimulating people
to think and discuss is another of
the major tasks of philosophy.
I leave you wiuV'These
thoughts. Perhaps they will help
you to remove some of the
cobwebs and improve your
decision making ability.
If
anyone would like to discuss
anything in this article Vou call
find me in Wallace 204V*~
Hopefully I will have dusted
before you arrive.

—editor's mailbag —
Ray, an inmate at Eddyville,
seeks worthwile correspondence
To the Editor:
My name Is Ray Riggs and I am an
inmate at the Kentucky State Penitentiary at Eddyville, Kentucky.
I'm
writing in the hope you will place an ad in
your paper indicating my desire (or
correspondence.
I'm certain that I'm not the first to
make this request and so I think I should
explain why I wish to have the ad placed.
I would not want to be misconstrued as
a lonely heart or a con in need, because
I'm neither of the two. And, I have no
hidden motives or schemes.
My reason happens to be that writing is
my primary form of communication with
the outside world, and the outside world
won't stop while I'm in here. I have to
keep pace with it. A lot of people in
prison become socially retarded because
they do not find s means with which to
overcome the isolation of prison. To me,
writing seems to be a good means.
I don't ask anyone to condone what I've
done, and it's not something that can be
Justified, and it Isn't necessary. What I
hope for U a degree of acceptance, and
possibly to be seen as a person named
Ray who happens to be In prison Instead
of s convict whose name happens to be
named Ray. There's a big difference.
I would hope that it can be seen, that I

be able to show that I care about others
as well ss myself, that I have goals, and
hopes, that I don't look at a criminal
record as being art insurmountable
handicap, or as an excuse for failure, and
that I don't want to be a part of the 70
percent that return to prison after.
release. I'm not saying that writing will
keep that from happening, but maybe I
can start to convince some people that
I'm going to try to see that it doesn't
happen.
If one allows it, prison can become no
more than a breeding place for hate and
contempt. I want more than that for
myself. I have no wish to become bitter
and isolated.
How important Is the writing? Well,
how Important is understanding, for ma
and for other people towards me? Tome,
it's very Important.
I would want (or you to know that I
would be grateful (or your placing the ad.
It would be appreciated, and I hope this
will be accepted in the same sincerity
with which I've written It.
Thanking you in advance, I am;
Respectfully yours,
Ray Riggs SUM
BosiatchSOi
Eddyville, Kentucky i

Sensa tionalism...
An old sales gimmick
succeeds in selling fads
To the mtor:
In a word, "sensationalism." You sit In
a room and someone stands to tell you
that be has s way to make you Into a
fantastic person. He says he has a way to
help you reach depths of consciousness
you have never before experienced. So
you buy his program, you get a buss,
maybe you change your attitude about
yourself and your outlook on life, and you
say, "Wow, man, this Is when It Is at!"
This Is one of the oldest sales gimmicks
In the world: "TaU the people you have
the one product that can make them the
most valuable creatures ever." And wa
buy it because we are so vulnerable to
considering ourselves lass than we actually are. This sales pitch has sold
clothes, tonics, cars, McCleans toothpaste, and the list Is endless.
It Is not unusual (or these "SensaUonal" products to become fads. One
such (ad we are experiencing in thai
country is "getting your head together"
by use of ancient Eastern "pathways."
Actually, what most of us will find being
presented are Westernised versions of
these Eastern disciplines.
The sales force has adapted the
program to suit our way of life. We are
told that our present way of life will be
enhanced, but what we are getting is a
gimmick to get us to take a look at ourselves and to realize ourselves as our own
casual force.
The goals are good and If you need a
gimmick to help you, then buy it But-be
sure to separate the gimmick from the
goals so you understand what it Is you are
doing. For those of you who cannot afford these expensive (ads but still feel
you need some help, you can look around
and find what you need.
There is an old saying, "When the
student Is ready, the teacher will appear." If you are ready where do you
find a teacher? Ask. Ask who? Ask

everybody.
One ever-present source of Information
is the library. Such ancient writings ss
the Baagavad-Gsta can be found In
several translations, but such writings
usually demand an advanced student to
correctly understand them.
If you are Just starting you might do
well to get a book called Be Here New (I
haven't found It In Richmond but I have
been told that a bookstore In Lexington
sells it. It Is put out by the Lama
Foundation and adls for'».».). If you
want something with s little more adventure you might try a novel by Herman
Hesse.
Eastern
philosophies
aren't
necessarily easy for everyone to accept
because of cultural differences If this Is
s problem you might try Maa'i Search
ferMeasssg by Victor Frank! or some of
the books by Alan Watts who essentially
translates Eastern thought Into Western
terms.
If you feel you need to get your head
together, then by all means do-and do it
now. What most of us with such a feeling
usually need is a re-evaluation of ourselves and a resccessment of our pa**lon
in life. We all need a guiding purpose to
our actions and sometimes this purpose
gets clouded by the maxe of our mass
society. Look for the help you need and
don't fed embarrassed.
We all are like cluttered rooms at times
and need to be straightened out It Is
human. If you cant seem to get started,
come see me. I cant give you answers
but maybe I can help you along a little
bit. And maybe you can help me. We
have got to help each other If all our
dreams of a beautiful world are ever to
come true.
Gary Hafley
Governors Manor Apt 4 *
(End of Meadowlark Drive, Richmond)
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Mother may not understand...
I'll just skip the B.S. about
taking advantage of all the
cultural opportunities at E.K.U.
this time and. get to the core of
the matter right away.
The subject is the Art Faculty
Show at the gallery in Campbell
Building. There's not a huge
amount of works to look at, but
the collection is so varied and
exciting that you may well end
up hanging around the gallery
for a half-hour or more than you
intended.
Darryl Halbrooks' paintings
display a sense of humour that
will prompt you to stand there"
scratching your head in a typical
"What in the world????" pose.
Hjs large moonscape contains an
unanticipated linoleum kitchen,
chair in the middle of the barren
rock expanse. Another one has
masking tape stuck all over it—I
mean painted on. but you can
hardly tell the difference until
you get close enough to examine
it.'
There's a sampling of ceramic
pottery including a "Large Urn"
by Phil Harris which might well
be used to store crematory
ashes.
Carroll Hale has picked up
some nice geodes and encased
arid strapped them in rusty steel.
The fact that the rocks have not
been broken open to expose the
crystals inside leaves a sort of
mystery about the sculptures.
A glass case contains some
bizarre jewelry pieces including
a neckpiece with an insect batcreature as big as your hand
hanging on it.
The craftsmanship
is
unbelievably
delicate, in materials like silver,
bronze, copper, ivory and
semiprecious gemstones. Sarah
Capps is the artist.
Dennis Whitcopf has treated a
five-foot-plus slab of stone like
silly putty and created a
sculpture that looks like a giant
pillow tied up with lengths of
thick rope
Most of the works aren't
exactly what you'd take home to..
Mother for the living room. If
you did. she would probably give
:i nervous laugh and tell you to

move it to your bedroom. In all
probability most of us were
nurtured on pretty landscapes
and still lifes of wine bottles and
onions.
As a matter of fact, there are
some landscapes in the
show Juanita Todd's water
paintings look so cool and
refreshing that you feel like

the arts

yourself.
Perhaps the most absorbing
pieces in the show are Ron
Isaacs' "jigsaw paintings."
From a distance, some of them
resemble cardboard fold-out
scenes. Isaacs shapes and works
plywood into semi-sculptural
objects and then treats them like
paintings. There's a true-to-life

m^mum

judy wahlent

awn
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diving in. .Don Dewey displays
several prints and drawings,
many of the classical nude.
When viewing th* work,
make sure you catch the titles.
I am often confused as to the
relationship of many titles and
the corresponding works, but
they add something to the art
work as a whole.
"Flight
Dream: Over the Edge of the
Pond" by Charles Helmuth, for
example, is not a painting of a
bird. Instead, it is composed of
modules of grassy-looking stuff
juxtaposed and broken up like a
puzzle. Now that I have you
thoroughly confused, you've got
an incentive to go see it for

"Bathrobe" which looks as
though someone had just taken it
off this morning, and a hat with
red poppie clusters.
Some of hip other pieces are
small fantasy scenes done in
great detail. By fantasy. I mean'
that you can almost imagine
shrinking yourself and then
climbing into the picture. The
content is very realistic and
mostly figurative. I can promise
that you'll be fascinated by
them.
I hope that you're tempted
enough to go see the show, which
is open daily until September 24.
There's no excuse for being a
cultural heathen....

PMH X ■•«" »«M

Actors practice their roles in an early stage of rehearsal

Take-off on fairy tales

'Story Theater' to-come soon

> », «LL»» MMTI

TV Art Faculty Show was set up last week and is now open ta the public
through September U. Charles Helmuth, above, is one o* the artists with
works In the collection.

By BOB HOLLIDAY
Staff Writer
Story Theater, an upcoming
University stage production, is a
collection of folk tales derived
from the Grimm Brothers
collection and Aesop's Fables.
"It is not children's theater",
says Jeffrey Brothen. instructor
in the Department of Speech and
Theater Art, "but it is an op-'
portunity for adults to see a play
and have some fun."
Ten fables will be enacted in
the two-act play on such familiar
themes as Henny Penny and
Ducky Doodles. The tales will be
interspersed with folk-rock

compositions
by "George
Harrison. Country Joe McDonald, and Bob Dylan, performed by four back-up
musicians.
The play will be performed on
a simple multi-unit stage with
few props in Gifford Theater,
according to Brothen. Dramatic
emphasis will be placed on the
telling of the tales through
pantomime and on the music
itself.
Story Theater is a movement
in drama as well as the title of
this play. The movement was
started by Paul Sills, head of an
actors' improvisatory group

called Second City.
Several
television appearances were
made by the group, including
one on Johnny Carson's Tonight
show.
Story Theater will run approximately two hours.
Admission will be $1.00 for students
and $1.50 for non-students. The
play will run October 6-9.
Other productions being
planned this year are Death of a
Salesman (October 13-20). Neil
Simon's Prisoner of Second
Avenue (February 2-5), The
NigHt Thoreati Spent In Jail
(March 2-5V. and Once Upon'sf
llH
Mattress (April 27-30). •

DANCE
DANCE
WITHIN THE

SONIC SPECTRUM
-*■

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 17

8:00- 12:00
KEEN JOHNSON BALLROOM
ADMISSION - $1.00
TICKETS ON SALE AT DOOR ONLY
A« fad tA* muuic mmd T>**c*.

VUCA

tdUte tmmtmdttt 4?

tie 4ifiU aW MSMUC4 </ tit 4*UC d/Uc*utm

(JenchoHarp
Thui^day; September 23

DON'T MISS THIS EVENT!

a

^111 oth»*i* tsnd «Jt the door : &M

SPONSORED BY E.K.U. CENTERBOARD

•HTdcgts on .sate at:

'
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Depending on department

Photography experiences vary
KATHY ROARK
Stall Writer
Photography classes at
Eastern offer a variety of skills
and techniques for beginning
I photographers in several dift ferent areas.

Dr. John D. Jenkins,
professor and coordinator of
• industrial technology
• programs, teaches IET 31S,
I Photography I. "I focus mainly
Ion
the
mechanics
of
'photography...equipment and
i darkroom facilities. I want that
I camera to be an extension of the
- student's hands," he says. He
; feels that a good photographer
I must be a technician first
j before he can take good pictures.
Students must buy their own
cameras. Most have 35 mm
cameras, but any kind will do.
All work is done on black and
white film.
The basic fundamentals
taught in this class are the
• technical makeup of the camera
• itself, lenses, shutters and
i apertures, and the development
iof film and prints.
Jenkins describes his as "free
■ expression class', with eight
• required assignments. These
■ requirements are:

and a central theme
5. Pictures of architecture
6. A vignette, which is an .
unbordered picture shading off
into the surrounding area
7. A special effects picture
utilizing one of the methods
learned during the course.
(. An optional assignment
where the students may choose
their own subject.
The photographs must be
mounted or displayed to
enhance it and three must be 8 x
10 or larger.
Jenkins says he emphasizes
lab work and simplicity In his
course.

people can identify with.
Students must bring their own
cameras, generally 35 mm, and
learn to develop their own film.
Photojournalism, JOU 325, is
vocationally oriented
to
students who will eventually
work for newspapers. "Many
small newspapers want their
reporters to take their own
photographs and I want my
students to be able to do this,"
says Prof. Glen Klelne. "I want
them to take 'good' pictures of
events, cover it adequately,
develop their own prints."

Photojournalism deals
mainly with composition and
Art photography 201, taught storytelling through pictures.
by Ms. Tamara Mischenko, Kleine says he tries to sensitize
takes a different approach. Her students
to
things
beginning students try to turn photographically possible and
the forms of their environment make them sensitive to details,
in reality into a finished fine art which he feels are often the
photograph
using
their most revealing point. Kleine's
imaginations.
students also must provide their
Their first assignment is free own 35 mm cameras and black
expression. Students are urged and white Him. "Maybe we'll
to explore their environment to
wark with color eventually, but
discover what makes a good art right now there isn't enough
photograph. Later they focus time to cover both color and
on the functions of light in black-and-white during one
photography—taking pictures semester
nor
sufficient
during day and night, inside and facilities."
outside, bright and cloudy.
Advanced students are free to
Photojournalism classes use
; 1. Action pictures
| 2. People or person shots (not work as they please. Their only the photograph development
I necessarily a portrait)
requirement is that they reveal facilities in the law enforcement
through their pictures their own building. Kleine's students learn
3. Animal shots
personality and individuality to use darkroom equipment and
i. A photo story, including
•.four pictures having continuity through relationships that learn "—every step of the

(

development process."
The class is limited to 12
students due to available
facilities.
Students must prepare a
portfolio of six assignments plus
outside assignments for higher
grades. The more experience
one has, the higher his grades
will be. It is not necessary to
mount photos.
Four of the assignments are
determined by the teacher and
two are chosen by the student.
Group assignments include, for
example, a trip to Frankfort 'or
a press conference with Lt. Gov.
Stovall last year. These pictures are now on exhibit in the
library.
Kleine feels that flexibility in
choosing assignments utilizes
skills learned in choosing good
pictures.
Other assignments include a
time sequence of pictures.
Students are instructed to take
a series of pictures through
several days at different times.
For example, he would take
three pictures at noon on
Monday, three pictures at one
on Tuesday, three pictures at
two on Wednesday, etc. This
assignment has three purposes:
1) to teach the student to carry
his camera at all times 2) to be
aware
of
the
picture
possibilities at aU times 3) to
encourage the student not to be
embarassed when shooting
pictures.

Fee allows variety in film history course

By CANDY GRAHAM
Staff Writer
Cinema History, the course
'that teaches one to criticize
I film, is now charging a ten dollar
:fee.
■ According to Jerry Perry,
'instructor of the course, "the
fee came a little as a surprise to
Ime."
. Perry said the problem arose
last summer when he ordered
some $800 worth of films.
; According to. Perry, Mr.

Pfotenhauer, Director of
Instructional Media, told him
the films would take
approximately one-fourth of the
film money alloted for the whole
university.
"The combined first and
second semester film order
would bankrupt the department, so," according to Perry,
"something had to be done."
Perry said the idea of a fee
was "knocked around" but
almost immediately discarded.

President Robert Martin then
gave the Communication
Department a film budget of It's
own. This budget, however,
was based on last year's rental
costs.
According to Perry, "This
total was just about enough to
cover it (film rentals)-and then
the rentals went up-to cover the
extra charge, we have to
charge this fee."
"Frankly," said Perry, "I
didn't know there was going to

be a fee until registration."
According to Perry, "The
money can be put to good use. It
will allow the department to buy
better prints of the films to be
shown."
"Also," Perry added, "we
will never have to show the
exact same films. However, we
will always want to show basic
'first' films such as the Great
Train Robbery, Intolerance,
Citizen Cane, and Birth of a
Nation."

WE'RE HA VING A GREA T

Ugly duckling?
This student is trying to make friends but not with an ugly
duckling. Ken Murry, Richmond, offers some bread crumbs to

The University and the
Minnesota
Mining
and
Manufacturing Co., Cynthiana,
are holding a series of
management
development
meetings on campus for 3M
employees.
Session leaders come from
the College of Business faculty

and the company. The program
is sponsored by the College's
Management Development
Center.
The eight monthly sessions,
which will end April 16, deal
with
such
topics
as
management styles; planning,
organizing and controlling;

$r off all haircits

MONZINI & LEVI
SHIRTS

OR.O.NALLY
TO $is.

communications,
motivation program is "designed as an
and delegation; management integrated
approach
to'
by objectives; creative problem management development and
solving; how to control coats uses the participant's past and
and simplify work, and present management exoperating in a union-free en- perience as a base on which to
viroment.
graduate those who have imThe first session was held this proved their management
month, and the next Is skills."
scheduled Oct. 23.
Thirty-four 3M employees are
Dr. James Kams, associate
dean of business, said the participating in the sessions.

SALE STARTS
SEPT. 16

99

NOW
ONLY

100% nylon print, sixes M-L-XL.

a swan and some ducks near the Stratton Building pond,

Management development meetings to be held

Good Thru Dec. 18. 1976

SUPER SAVINGS-EARLY
FALL MERCHANDISE
REDUCED!

m«a ►, ALLAH KHAMTI

<JA

MONZINI & LEVI
WEI
WESTERN
SHIRTS

1

xo'sf. ."

SSS*9"

I Assorted
orted styles and colors, all sizes.

ASSORTED LEVI
SLACKS & JEANS

^^

U/e'te K*. I i* Hat*
Cuttocg. Wedq*. Fe%
SfeiK Cut, Kaua,

'biicaL, One.

J. T. (TANNV) fHILPI
Opr.in.imk OWn»

PHONE 823 4207
4

209 GERI LANE

F«iHiom»lwi«»

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION FOR STUDENTS!

(606) 623-9624

WHILE THEY
LASTI

%%&

ft

Sizes 30 to 40 waist, 30 to 34 lengths.

TRIPLE L DENIM
WESTERN JACKETS

Fashion eyewear is
pretty,

VALUES
NOW
TO $15. ^ ONLY

If we've till you oict we've tell yon

00

100% cotton denim, all sizes.

LADIES CHAMBRAY
SHIRTS
REG.
Sizes 9/10 to 15/16.

LADIES LIGHTWEIGHT
DENIM SKIRTS

$15.

REDUCED
TO

^Tslo"

Sizes 7/8 to 15/16.

Levrs

50%

1/2 OFF

HEADQUARTERS
UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER
EASTERN BY-PASS
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY

STORE HOURS:

That's how many limes we've announced the time and
Temperature sinir inaugurating our popular telephone
service juM a lev. months ago.
.So next timeyou want to know how hot. how cold, how early
or late it it DIAL 623-1021.
And for the greatest Banking services you'll ever experience...DIAL SZ3-2**4 He'd like in have I.3M.SO0 call* ea
that line Too.

'»* ■* W 9PM MON THRU SAT
OPEN SUNDAY 130 III 6PM

YOUII

see!
TIXDER-KRAUS5-TINDER
YOUR
INDEPENDENT
OPTICIAN
RlCHMONO/LEXir.GTCN/DANV'UE FRANKFORT,MOREMEAO

" "» "

V«■"' —

STATE BANK & TRUST COMPANY
Richmond, Kentucky

dani >,
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ISM Mid
»"i MM SOW
lidaiM. Ii

Member Federjl Rtitr.t Syitim
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444 lif IX '••
licMM ■•
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Muter Ch.ru
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One of six recipients
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Allman cited for Excellence in Teaching
By MARIA BELLAMY
Staff Writer
EDITOR* NOTE:
Exeelleict la Teachlag
A
»aroa were (tvea U Me
b
«*J' ■—»T treat eaeh W
•» U arventty'■ mm cUegei.
"»*•»• awarded were Mlectod
tkr^ffc ■ |new lavolvtac
'»«Hy. .tadeata aa* ak»al.
Eaca heaared teacher will be
feaatand I. feture keae. tf the
It doesn't take yean o( tenure
to be considered by your Deer*
aa • quality instructor. James
Allman, faculty member of the
College of Law Enforcement,
proved It by winning an Award
tor Excellence in Teaching
alter only four yean at the
University.
The idea for the award came
from the Faculty Senate.
Nominationi are made by
previously enrolled students,
faculty members and alumni
from the past five years,
Rowlett said. A faculty committee than reviews all candidates and makes the final
selection.
Allman was
presented with his plaque at a
faculty dinner last spring.
Allman, a native of St. Louis,
has been here since 1972.
Before Joining the University,
he taught at St. Louis Univer-

>

sity and at Sam Houston State
University, comprising 12 yean
of teaching experience.
He has also done 14 yean of
police work with the St. Louis
Police Department and the
Illinois Law Enforcement
Commission.
According to Allman, Eastern
has the beet law enforcement
program in the United States.
"I have a challenge here," he
said. "Eastern Is an up-andcoming college."
Allman said that being
awarded the plaque was a
complete surprise to him. "I'm
no different from anyone else,
really. I don't know why I was
singled out."
"I feel that it was very difficult to get this award because
there are so many excellent
faculty members, Allman
commented. "They all helped
me. You can't do your Job well
if conditions are not conducive."
When asked about his particular style of teaching,
Allman said, "I try to have a
personal relationship with my
students. They're not things to
me, they're people. They're
here to get something out of the
course. My Job is to see that

•Y

ALl»M KKAMTI

James Allman
they do."
"A lot of students I had in
their freshman year come back

and take more courses from
me," Allman concluded.
"That's a high sward in Itself."

Exchange programs available to grads
Toe ltn-71 competition for
grants for graduate study
abroad offered under the
Mutual Educational Exchange
Program (Fulbright-Hays) and
by foreign governments,
universities and private donors
will close shortly
Only a few more weeks
remain in which qualified

graduate students may apply
for one of the 560 awards which
are available to M countries.
Most of the grants offered
provide round-trip transportation, tuition snd maintenance for one academic year;
a few provide international
travel only or a stipend intended

as a partial grant-in-aid.

and good health.
Application forms and further
Candidates must be U.S. information for students
citizens at the time of ap- currently enrolled here may be
plication, hold a bachelor's obtained from the campus
degree or its equivalent by the Fulbright Program Adviser,
beginning date of the grant, Frederic D. Ogden, located in
have language ability com- Roark 106. The deadline for
mensurate with the demands of filing applications on this
the proposed study projects, campus is October 15, 1976.

WELCOME BACK
to the Best
Pizza in Tewn

WELCOME EKU
STUDENTS
We, the Calvary Baptist Church
welcome you the students at Eastern
Kentucky University back to our city,
and give to you a warm welcome to
come worship with us.
To returning upperclassmen who have
attended out services in the past, we
have enjoyed your participation of
worship with us, we have missed the
inspiration of your presence during
the summer months; to new comers
we anticipate your presence with us!

"Coaie fro* the Cnmpus to Calvary!
Co iron Calvary to Campos cinched
faecaase oi the Christ of Calvary!"

MACRAME
SUPPLIES
1ME

bOLDEN
UNIVERSITY

RICHMOND

bALLEPY

SMoeeiNO CENTER
KENTUCKY 40471

01

FHONf anasss
Liyirio

IDITIO*

Mtmrs

Calvary Baptist Church
Big Hill Avenue
Raymond Kays, Pastor

/

Sunday Services..9:45 a.m.,
11:00 a.m., 7:30 p.m.

FINE HAIR

CUTTERS

TaMt Treat

Sandwich Bread
icc

39

IT

Table Rite

Whole Fryers
Grade A

45'

LB.

Fischers

Jonathan Apples

12 oi.
Package

3 lbs.
TaNe~Frssh

Cabbage
Q&VZY SHIRLEY

Rap*
•14

Wieners

9°/lb.

69'

Pepsi, Dr. Pepper, 7-Up
100
I pies deposit

3/1£

Open 24 hrs.

Eastern-By Pass
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Behind the scenes
Production crew, a forgotten lot
By TERRY TAYLOR
Organizations Editor
The house lights are up as the
actor reappears for his encore.
The audience claps enthusiastically for a performance well done.
The vast majority of those
applauding, however, have
Mttle idea of the tremendous
amount of behind-the-scenes
labor that has added so much to
the effectiveness of the actor
and cast.
What is involved in a successful theater production?
According to Keith Johnson,
designer and technical director
for the drama department, "a
lot of blood, sweat, and tears."
He explained that backstage
work is essential to any play.
Students involved usually put in
at least as many long, dedicated
■ours as the actors, even though
those hours may be more
erratic.
Johnson was graduated here
fai 1*71. He has a masters in
design and technical theater
from the University of Cincinnati and worked as summer
stock at South Illinois
university and on the Showboat
frfaJesUc in Cincinnati.
; He spent one year touring
with a semi-professional group
from Vital Virginia and three
years teaching at Millikln
University before returning
here.
| Dr. Richard L. Benson is
airman of the speech and
ater arts department. He
been here seven years.
Johnson and Benson explained
the backstage in-and-outs of
butting together a play.

i

Backstage crews

■ Backstage workers are
divided into crews. Students
may work in more than one
area, which Include costuming,
make-up,
property,
set,
lighting, sound and box office.
• The costuming crew is under
fie direction of speech and
(heater arts Instructor Jean
prusedow. Coatumers play a
role in completing the

authenticity of any production.
Johnson explained that crew
members often search the
Salvation Army to find clothes
from the 30's through the 60's
that typify each particular
decade. For a Shakespearean
or Green play, the crew makes
the costumes.
Drusedow explained that the
crew employs professional
techniques in constructing the
costumes. For period styles the
coatumers cut their own patterns using muslin to make sure
the fit Is correct. Tailors and
seamstresses use similar
methods.
Outfitting the cast can be a
job of fantastic proportions.
Last year's production of
"Music Man" required 90
costumes. Several years ago
the department did "Twelfth
Night", which required approximately M elaborate, handmade costumes.
Quick change aids
Responsibilities of the
costuming crew may expand to
include helping the actors with
fast clothes changes during the
play. They also wash, iron, and
mend between performances.
In some cases, Johnson noted,
the costumes need to be dirty,
wrinkled and torn in order to
suit the part. Whatever the
requirement, it is all in the
hands of the costuming crew.
The make-up crew also has to
be on hand for quick changes
during the play. They keep
make-up materials clean and
orderly and aid in the initial
application.
The property crew can be
divided into two groups if
necessary. Some people are
responsible for the stage props,
large pieces like desks, sofas,
beds and benches.
The hand prop group sees that
the actors are properly
equipped with all the things
they must carry on their persons. For example, one part
may call for a particular brand
of cigarette or style of
eyeglasses. All the props must
be gathered together, taken

care of and kept track of during
the run of the performance.
The set construction crew is
responsible for building and
painting the scenes, all of which
are made from scratch for each
show. After the scenes are
built, the running crew moves
them on and off the stage between acts, a Job which requires
split-second timing.
Mood maaeavers
Every minute change of light
that the audience sees onstage
is manipulated from the booth
at the top and rear of the theater
where the lighting crew works.
They hang the spotlights and
make sure the color and focus
for any given area onstage is
correct. They run a complex
light control board which can
give almost Infinite combinations of light through use of
dimmer switches.
The sound crew handles
special effects like thunder,
train whistles and galloping
horses.
Members ordinarily
utilize tape decks, since records
could too easily skip or be
scratched.
Selling tickets, ushering and
publicity are the responsibilities of the box office crew.
Members are on the Job one
week before the show starts and
every night of the performance.
All major productions take
place in Glfford Theater in the
Campbell Building.
The
theater, finished in spring 73 is
"excellently equipped", according to Benson.
The
facilities offer ample opportunity for creative dramatic
expression.
Benson explained, "The
theater is very adaptable to
many different styles of
shows."
These include the
regular stage area, and a
"thrust" stage that can be built
to extend into the audience.
Even theater in the round is
possible.
There is a set construction
shop backstage. It contains a
variety of saws, drills, hammers and other building

equipment. Last year, even the
paint was made from scratch
there.
The costume shop has every
conceivable facility necessary
for the construction and
maintenance of costumes.
There
are
mannequins,
washers, dryers, sewing
machines (including a special
heavy-duty style), ironing
boards, cutting tables and
storage racks.
Men and women have large
dressing rooms equipped with
what
Johnson
termed
"professional lighting."
There Is a light repair room
for damaged Instruments, as
well as three prop storage
rooms.
Benson said the theater could
be faulted on only two points.
The first, which is considered
rather serious by the music
department, is the lack of a
specially designated orchestra
pit. The only other drawback is
the absence of a trap door In the
stage Door. Otherwise, Benson
said, the physical features of
the theater were "almost
without limitations."
The chain of command for
any production begins with the
director. Robinette, Brothen,
Sporre, and Benson divide the
directing responsibilities
throughout the year. They work
in conjunction with the
technical director, Johnson.
Together they plan the set,
lighting
and
sound
arrangements.
Johnson budgets the money
allocated to the department by
the University (enough for five
productions each year), and
sets the various crews into
action accordingly.
Students are crucial
Johnson employs a certain
philosophy in working with
student theater.
"Once the
design is done, the show is not
mine. It's the student's show.
They're the ones doing it. They
should be proud of it."
Of key assistance to him in
organizing the backstage work
is Jackie Hall, one of two paid
technical assistants. Hall Is 19
and is working toward a
bachelor of fine arts degree. He
received 13 hours of work per
week on the work-study
program but, he explained, his
responsibilities often demand
more hours. "During pre or
post show, I'll double or triple
that."
He makes sure that Johnson's
designs are carried out. He
described some of his duties,
most of which involve construction of sets. "If I don't do it
myself, I make sure it gets
done. I do a lot of height work.

After it's built everything has to
be tasted."
Hall has done lighting, sound
and construction. He explained,
"If you work backstage very
much, you do every bit of it at
"some time or another."
The only aspect Hall hasn't
participated in is costuming,
which is Delphia Tyra's special
area. A senior from Wolfe
County majoring in drama and
parks and recreation, she has
had much experience in the
costume shop, though she
agreed that most people
generally work In every area
eventually.
Devettea kmportaat
Backstage la no place for the
undedicated. Tyra explained
that at times they work "all
day, all night".
"It never
dawned on rne how much time I
put into it," she said. "I cant
even make an estimate."
Debbie Eskrldge Is a
seasoned veteran in the drama
department. She has worked in
some way on every show since
faU of 1973. She is 21 and holds a
double major in Journalism and
drama and speech.
Eskridge's specific areas of
interest are lighting and stage
management, though she too
has worked on all the backstage
crews at some point.
"Lighting," she explained,
"entails everything from
hanging and focusing the instruments (floodlights and
spotlights) to running the light
board during the show."
As stage manager, she steps
in when the show is out of the
director's hands. For example,
she calls light and sound cues,
supervises scene changes and
keeps the actors where they are
supposed to be, which at
times," she said, "can be a real
problem".
In reference to the amount of
dedication required by her Job
and of all behind-the-scenes
workers, Eskrldge commented,
"It's hard work, but I really
enjoy doing it. Theater Is an
acquired skill - you have to
learn by doing. The audience
only sees three hours of acting
on stage, but it's not unusual for
people to pull all-nighters over
there. Any show that has any
complexity requires that
amount of work."
Teamwork is the key to a
successful theater effort. As
Johnson noted, "I'm prejudiced
for the technical aspect, but if It
doesn't work as a whole, there is
no show." The audience,
however, is often unaware of
the impact of the technical
aspect, seeing only the sum
total of the crews' efforts In the
cast onstage.

Hard work and dedication go into the props
for stage production. Here Jackie Hall,
sophomore from Frankfort, drills holes into

a prop that is to be used in an upcoming
production.

An Apple A Day...
Coles Raymond M.D.
Does the Swine Flu kill like the 1918 - twenty million deaths in a matter
of months?
The verdict of our best authorities is that it quite possibly does, but let's
not wait for an epidemic to find out. *
If it does, that killer bug is out there right now, waiting for the cold
weather, waiting to strike.
b the vaccine effective? Yes, 85 percent worth.
Will it make me sick? The current figures overall are adults, fever 102
degrees for 24 hours for only two percent. Children -higher than that.
How about a sore arm? 1 in 4, for 24 hours or less.
The way I look at it. that's a mighty fine package of protection for very
little chance of very litUe discomfort. Believe me, we're aU going to take
the shots around here at Student Health.
But lots of people hate needles. Kids, forget it. These shots are given
by air jet. They blow the vaccine into your skin - no needles involved.
Most people literally don't feel it.
Where and when do you go to get the shots? The answer is that we are
waiting for word from on high and we have been told we will hear by the
end of September. We'll tell you the minute we do know.
What is the cost? You've already paid it - or your folks have. No, the
vaccine is not free. It comes out of your taxes. Private doctors may
charge for giving it (I hope only to defray their own cost, since this is an
emergency .situation i.
If you have any questions, send them to me in care of the Progress,
campus mail.

'

■

JCPenney
Special
49M
Men's Vested Suits
our vested European look
trim tapered. Expertly tailored.
Blue, Rust, Green, Tan.
Also Rust. Gray, Navy,
Pinstripe. 37-46

Downtown
West Main St.

_

4

)

■

8 Stores in the Blue Grass area:
Now in Lexington Mall
Fayette Mall • Turfland Mall
100 W. Main • Eastland Plaza
Richmond.
Frankfort. Winchester
1
4 ways to buy Cash Charge Bank Card. Layawa . .

>rte

'
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Seniors organize
plans for final year

mm k> JOHN MAIM*

Worth a thousand words
Elliot Jordon. artist from l-exington, tries to get the expression
of Athea West of Hopkinsville on canvis during the Arts and

Crafts Fair held last week. The artist had set up shop next to the
Meditation Chapel.

Careful planning, outlining, proofing
necessary for research writing
Editors Nate: The foUowtag
Is Ike final la a series of articles
aimed at directing the stalest
to sscraas. his writing ■kiito.
"You don't have to plan to
fall; all you have to is fail to
plan." Anonymous
Written assignments indicate
your grasp of class work.
Obviously it is important that
you know exactly what is expected of you in each Instance.
The most common assignments
are either reports or research
papers.
Appraise what you are being
asked to write. Think about the
research, reading, and writing
you will have to do. And be sure
to allow yourself plenty of time
to meet the deadline.
Reports are a test of your
ability to understand and react
to something you have read. An
instructor usually expects s
short summary of the content of
the book or article, your
comments on the author's
presentation and style, your
personal reaction to the work,
and an evaluation of its importance.
Research papers are a test of
your ability to choose a topic,
investigate it, organise the
material, and then write about
it clearly and accurately.
When you are asked to choose
s topic, be realistic about your
choice. Can you handle it?
Does your library have enough
resource books?
Four or five sources, at least,
should be used. The most effective way to collect data is to
use index cards. Each card
should indicate the source,
author, publisher, date and
page number.
After you have completed the
research, arrange the cards in s

sequence that will allow you to clear idea of what you are Try to be as brief as possible.
write about the subject with setting out to do. Subsequent
Delete what is superfluous
paragraphs should develop the and distracting to your main
continuity and coherence.
Before you begin writing a main idea in an orderly way, thoughts. It has been said that
report or paper it is always best with each paragraph containing crisp writing usually has a good
to make an outline of what you a transition from the preceding deal of shortening in it! The
plan to say.
one.
total effect must be readable.
The final paragraph should
Outlines are as Indispensable
Rewrite a
section
If
to such writing as blueprints or summarise and conclude what necessary.
Remember that
has been said. By reading the carelessness in spelling, puncdrawings are to carpenters.
First, write down the main first and last paragraphs of tuation, and capitalisation will
headings, leaving several lines most non-fiction writing, you also Influence the quality of
of space in between. Then, should be able to grasp both your work.
under each of the headings, list premise and conclusion of an
Now you are ready to make
the subheadings that are to be author's thoughts.
the final copy. Type it if you
After you have completed the can, or write very legibly with a
covered.
Identify the specific points Initial draft, put it aside for two carbon copy for future
that should be developed under or three dsys. Come back to reference.
Leave generous
review it when you are fresh. margins on the left and right
the subheadings, and so on.
When the blueprint of the Be a .stern critic.
sides of each page.
Have you started each
material is complete, you are
When you have finished,
ready to start writing. Organise heading or subheading with a proofread the paper, making
your outline well, follow it topic sentence or paragraph any corrections neatly. Review
carefully, and your written that states what you are setting your references or footnotes
presentation will reflect a out to do? Do the main sections once again for accuracy.
logical
and
thorough and subdivisions present the
It is always a good idea to
material clearly?
development of the subject.
prepare a title page and if
Have you omitted points that possible, to submit the com"Those who write clearly
have readers, those who write you listed in the outline? Is pleted assignment in s folder or
unnecessary
or binder.
obscurely
have
com- there
repetitious information? Does
mentators." Albert Camus
Your grades may depend on
When you are ready to start the conclusion summarise what how well you have mastered
writing, make sure that you has gone before? Are your these writing techniques. When
have your reference notes and footnotes and bibliography your marked paper has been
books nearby, a good light, and correct?
returned, review the InOnce you have gone over the structor's comments - you can
good writing tools. Plan to work
without interruption for one or draft for content and accuracy, learn from mistakes you might
two hours. Your outline will review and edit it for style. Try hsve made.
to read as objectively as you
serve as your guide.
Remember that how well you
Even the most accomplished can.
write will also be an important
Remember the underlying measure of your success after
writers expect to make many
revisions. So, when you write importance of grammar and you leave school. With patience
the first draft, concentrate on criticise your use of words, and hard work you can excontent and clarity more than phrases, clauses, sentences, perience the satisfaction of
on style.
and paragraphs. Does one being happy with the content
It is s good idea to leave thought flow evenly and ob- and style of your writing.
plenty of space between lines viously from another?
The choice of words is right,
for the corrections, additions,
You might want to change the the grammar is correct, the
and polishing that will come sequence of sentences or flow of language is smooth, and
paragraphs
for
better it says Just what you hoped it
later.
The introductory paragraph presentation. If so, cut, shift, would! That is the reward of a
in a composition should give a and staple new parts together.
successful writer.

Best Sellen

Fiction

Hardback Snd Paper

Alien Beat Sfcapbe
Crafts

Behind Jerry's Restaurant
Best Science Fiction

Original Art

Course-Related Paperbacks

4-4^^^^^
UNIVERSITY
CENTER

Layaway Plan
BanVamane'ard
M«sttrch«rge
•Mast at Charge
• ShoppertCharge

Two inseparable classmates
Long sleeve crewneck sweater,
drawstring waist, black. S-M-L

GARLAND JETT'S
T f A4«ln

Pre-washed denim. Easy-rider Jeans
with braid pocket trim. Sires 5-13

623-3232

4 COO

15"
18°°

\|

Record Shop

Top Selling LP's

LSAT PREP COURSE

15 Hour Seminar
Taught by Harvard Law Grad.

List 6M

DroMed to Kiir

KISS "

"Destroyer"

Now 3"

In Lexington, Sept. 25, 26, 1976
For Further Information
Law Board Review Center
P.O. Box 647 Univ. Station

Lexington, Ky. 40506
Call Collect After 6:00 pm
606/276-1695 or 606/269-6292
212/263-7632

I Who invented the telephone?
A. llillii (huhnni. It Alexnmlei (ilnham Hell. C. Giuliani Ciuekei:

5 At ">:00Sunday afternoon, rales
far dialing 1 ; calls: A. (hi*#/»

2"Due or false. Yon am xtiiv n/i In
lilfk '/""'"'/ the H1&k alien i/on
iliallonu ilisllinee the I - iriifl hetore
ail eVii.m. class insteuiloi niter.

6One Plus ilialini; means: A. Y<>»
'lial I. flint the mill emit; it <litleu III (mm (full turn, /ill's Iln miniInr In mil loii'l ilislniiri. li. Yon inhl
nil nil the iliijils in n iilioin niiiiiln I
ninl tin i'li hy4.il In' Inlnli i/mils
tniee i/nnr ni/i, /Jus one.

SWhat city has more telephones

Special Orders Secured Quickly

i

wash and planned a Spring
formal ball.
Since then, the class
organization has collected toys
and distributed them to needy
Madison County children,
sponsored a program for
foreign students, placed a
candidate in the Miss Eastem
Pageant and sponsored class
social gatherings, among other
things.
■*
Perhaps the most important
contribution the class has made
was during the sophomore year,
when it sponsored the first
annual Spring Talent Show,
which raises a substantial
amount of money each year for
the Cancer Society.
Part of the class' success has
been due to the able sponsorship
of faculty members Jack
Callender and Geri Polvtno.
"The class has worked up to
an impact year-their senior
year," says Dr. Polvino. "We
are looking forward to a year
filled with meeting and
achieving even more objectives than before.
We
would like to build a good
treasury and leave something to
the school."
The officers of the senior
class are Mindy Shannon,
president; Maria Byers, vice
president; Connie Carillio,
secretary; Mike Bradstreet,
treasurer; and Dale Retrey,
publicity chairman.

Non-Fiction

In

218 S Porter Drive

By MINDY SHANNON
Staff Writer
Toys for children...a talent
show for the Cancer Society,..a
seminar for foreign students....
"the Class of '77 has been the
most active class organisation
that I have seen in the seven
years that I've been here," says
Hayward M. (Skip) Daugherty,
Director of Student Activities
and Organizations. "They've
been an active class in that they
not only have had good ideas,
but they've carried out those
Ideas."
In the past four years, the
class has acted primarily as s
service-oriented group,
although they have sponsored
social activities as well.
Many classes (each class Is
Identified by its year of
graduation) elect officers, have
the officers' picture taken for
the yearbook and then do
nothing until the next year's
officer election, according to
this year's senior class
president.
The Class of 077, however,
started off with nearly 300
members attending the first
meeting four years ago, when
the first group of officers were
elected.
That school year, the class
built a homecoming float,
sponsored a homecoming
candidate, raised money
through a bake sale and car

than people? A .Vev Vnk, .V. Y.
It Ci'uviilMHfvii. Denmark. C. Washiin/ti'ii. D.C.

4 Dialing 1 T long distance rails
out <»1 state after 11 p.m. tints
or less lor the first minute.
(That's lor out-of-state calls within the
continental I.S.A.. o! course, i A 21?
II. Sl.iKC. S7U.M Kach additional
minute tints no more than

A.S1.WHHXC. ?».

IU'KI IIDIIII.

( \ Sim/ tin slime.

7 When Is the very chea|>est lime
todiala 1 • call? A, iiom II /un.
to H n.m. It. All neekeinl until .7 ji.111.
on Sum In i/. ('. Wiik'Ini/s.H-Ji.
South Central Hell's s|>etial
stuclent information kit is full ol de tails
on kits of ways you tan Ram yourself
some money when you call Ionic tliv
tance. Itay it smart and study it hard.
Ihe facts are reallv worth knowing!

■

•.

Top Selling LP's List

Peter Frampton

South Central Bell

"Liv« .»»

KISS
"Alive"

NOW 4"
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[The Direct Current

In the swim...

By TERRY TAYLOR
Organisation Editor

Catalina Club offers creative outlet

f '

By TERRY TAYLOR
OrnalisMiai EaWer

.«*

The swimming hopefuls had
to demonstrate U maneuvers
that they had been working on
during practice sessions. They
were rated on a scale from one
to five, with five being the top
score. The girls were grouped
and graded on a curve. The
most critical factor, however,
was not their performance on
the stunts as much their ability

and willingness to work hard, explained - "books and books."
said Merrill. "We have a few Some of them are dolphins,
girls who are really ex- ballet legs, walkovers, and
ceptional. They've written their surface dives.
"We try to keep things as
own numbers for other groups,
like high schools and YMCA, interesting ss possible In
plus those who have Just practice," Merrill ssid.
Sometimes they use relay races
started," Merrill said.
to work on the strokes. One
The goal of the group is the exercise is to give a girl tan
presentation of the annual
spring show. During the fall
they practice about two hours
on Wednesday nights at Weaver
Pool. In the spring semester,
practice may extend to every
night of the week, depending on
the amount of numbers each
participant is in.

Dancing downtown Isn't the
only way students can move to
the music Ask any member of
the Catalina Club, the campus
organisation whose members
perform simultaneously while
swimming.
Diane Merrill, president,
stressed that the Catalina Club
is sn Interpretive club. "Wears
a creative aquatics club.
Through swimming and music
Organizations
we interpret ideas and concepts," she said.
The inOutlet
terpretation of music, what it
means to each swimmer, is
The club retained It girls
what makes the difference from last year. Merrill exbetween the Catalina Club and plained that the tryouts were
simply s synchronised swim- mainly for evaluation. "We
Practice consists of working
ming group.
may knock off the bottom on strokes and stunts. The
Tryouts for the group have group, or we may take them all. strokes are done In unison, not
been taking place for the past We take whoever will benefit racing style. They include the
two weeks. They were open to the group," she said.
front crawl, back crawl, breast
sU interested girls.
Merrill
The Catalina Club members stroke, side stroke, snd the
explained the criteria used in have a wide range of ability and hybird stroke, which is a
making the choice of new skill,
but
a
common combination of all four. There
members.
denominator of dedication are a variety of stunts, Merrill

i

minutes to come up with
routines to interpret sn idea.
The Catalina Club belongs to
the Nstionsl Institute of
Creative Aquatics. Members
will participate in the annual
symposium, held this year in
Greenville, South Carolina.
Though it is held too early in the
year for the club to enter in the

Please send notice of all meeting times, dates, and places to
Terry Taylor, organizations editor at the Progress office,
fourth floor, Jones Building Unless notice is la by the Friday
before publication, placement la The Direct Curreal caaoot
be guaranteed.
Taaa,
3:30 Marching Maroons, practice field near Alumni
Coliseum parking lot.
4:00 Women's tennis. Martin Hall courts.
4:30 French Club. Powell Building. Room A.
4:4J Association of law Enforcement. Powell Building.
Kennamer Room.
6:00 Martin Tribute Dinner. Keen-Johnson Building.
fi:30 Student Nurses Association, rape counseling program.
Rowlett 301.
7:00 Sigma Chi smoker. Sigma Chi House.
7:30 Omega Psl Phi interviews. Powell Building. Room A.
8:00 Tau Kappa Epsilon. smoker. 332. lancaster.

clinics and critiques, Merrill
ssid that they go for the "information and the experience."
After the tryouts are over,
membership Is closed. The
work, however, will go on, until
it all culminates in the spring
show. The Catalina Club will
keep moving to the music until
they get it all together.

Friday. September 17
11:00 a.m. Women s tennis. Martin Hall courts.
3:00 International Students Association. Powell Building.
Room A.
7:00 Wesley Foundation, square dance. Mule Barn.
Arlington.
7:30 Recreational swimming Combs Nstatorium.
8:00 Tau Kappa Epsilon. smoker. Powell Building. Kennamer Room.
8:00 Pershing Rifles. Powell Building, Room A.

YOU HAVE TRIED THE REST. NOW TRY THE BEST
WE NOT ONLY ADVERTISE THE WORLD'S BEST PIZZA, WE SERVE IT!
*******
r *i*i^*r-i-i*ivv<vyyYYYvvvuvi/ijixajiji.

Saturday .September II
11:00a.m. Cross-country meet against Morehead, Arlington.
1:00 Field Hockey. Hood Field.
1:00 Football game against Whlttenberg. Hanger Field.
4:30 Parent's Day. open house.
7:30 Recreational swimming. Combs Natatorium.
Sunday. September It
9:30 a.m. Wesley Foundation, rap hour.
7:30 WAley Foundation. Bicentennial lecture Series.
Monday. September M
3:30 Marching Maroons, practice field near Alumni Coliseum
parking lot.
5:00 IFC meeting, Powell Building, Jaggers Room.
5:15 Progress staff meeting, 4th floor Jones Building.
6:00 Wesley Foundation, Monday Night Meal.
7:00 Oratorio Chorus practice, Foster 300.
7:30 Wesley Foundation, lecture series.
7:30 Recreational swimming. Combs Natatorium.
7:30 Kappa Alpha Psi meeting. Powell Building, Jaggers
Room.
7:30 Kappa Alpha, smoker. Powell Building, Kennamer
Room.
Registration deadline for GRE.
Tuesday. September 21
6:00 Student Association meeting, Powell Building, Kennamer Room.
6:30 Wesley Singer practice.
7:00 Sigma Chi meeting, Powell Building, Jaggers Room.
8:00 Phi Delta Theta meeting, Powell Building, Kennamer
Room.
8:30 Kappa Tau Delta meeting. McGregor.
Wednesday, September 8
3:30
Marching Maroons, practice field near Alumni
Coliseum parking lot.
6:00 Wesley Foundation, fellowship hour.
6:30 Catalina Club meets, Weaver pool.
7:00 Delta Upsilon, smoker, Powell Building, Jaggers Room.
7:00 Sigma Nu meeting, Powell Building, Herndon Lounge.
7:30 Kappa Alpha meeting, Powell Building, Kennamer
Room.
9:00 Phi Delta Theta, Powell Building, Kennamer Room.
First day of autumn.

ALFALFA
APOCRYPHA

ED MINOR

: MR. SNAPP'S :
j BAKERY & DELI ?

LYSISTRATA

TECHNIQUES

B.W. CAT

SPECTRE
STEVEN STEELE

WHISKEY TRAIN
WHITE ALICE
XANTHUS

•s

I

i ky HICK YIN

—a.

TONIGHT AM EVERT TNMSiAYAII-i-C-.-E.t
Paecora Shrlaau Dlanar — 3.50
*U»st.y Night's Sped-I Ste.lt A Spaghetti
SERVED WITH
O KA SALAD & HOT
[HEAPING GARDEN *••**
BREAD
ALSO MONDAY NIGHTS—J. SUITER'S DISCO
DANCE PARTY FROM 10-11
APPEARING THRU SATURDAY

CELEBRATION
75« COVER CHARGE AFTER 9:00 THURS.
FRI. SAT. CONTINUOUS ENTERTAINMENT
FRIDAY & SATURDAY FROM 4:30 UNTIL
MIDNIGHT AFTER GAME CELEBRATION
SATURDAY AT 4:30

WIDE-SCREEN T.V. IN OUR LOUNGE

139 E. MAIN ST.

623-5500
RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED ,

Catalina Club members make an eye-pleasing
formation in last year's spring show. The show

represents a year of hard work and dedication,
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AFTER

THE GAME

RUSH
Andys
Pizza Palace
110 SOUTH SECOND STREET
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY 40475

1

COURTNEY BONNER
DYNASTY

STONEY CREEK
(6e&) 133-TTQO
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•

•

•

623-2583

•

•
J

Closed Saturday 6 p.m.
Open Mon-6 A.M.

#
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Penny Pincher Inn
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Restaurant

rASHION

HAMBURGERS
Fresh tastes best

Eastern
By-Pass
RICHMOND
MI5IHT COUrtN WHI> 0«0(«l»G

•THRILLS
L*e your mouth nave*
had before!

•
Eastern By-Pass

FRILLS"
'opplfm, cherrlea,

Welcome EKU Students

nuts 4 other potttt*}

t)PEN

BUY ONE-GET ONE

FREE
Hamburger
Now at Wendy's Old Fashioned Hamburgers this coupon
entitles you to a free Single Hamburger uiih the
purchase of a hamburger of any size.
EXPIRES SEPT M. 197*
Each coupon raqutns scpant* purchase.
IIIHHIMI CUr COUPON ■■■■■■■■■■■■
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ICE CBEAM STOBE

til 12:00 p.m.
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Thursday through Sat. 2 a.m.
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Division 3 champs a 'scrappy team'
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Colonels square off
against Wittenberg
Bjr MARLA RIDENOUR
Other offensive backs to
Sperts Editor
watch are senior fullback Jeff
"We really don't know what to Graf, and sophomore fullbacks
expect of Wittenberg," uld Steve Fuller
and
Ray
head football coach Roy Kidd. Thielmeier. A second-stringer
"They arc bound to be pretty last year, junior Bill Hauser
tough, since they war* 1>-1 last should be calling the signals,
year and Division III champs. backed-up by senior Sam Spidel
The school also has a rich and sophomore James Kemper.
football tradition."
The Colonels are going into
The Tigers of Wittenberg visit the game much as they did last
Hanger Field Saturday at 1:0* week against Delaware, with
p.m In the Colonels home little knowledge of the opopener. The team Is coming off position. "Wittenberg has seen
a 37-ai loss at the University of us play twice, and has had a
Delaware last week,, after long time to prepare which
winning their opener 21-7 at should help their planning and
Dayton Sept. 3.
strategy," Kidd said. "On the
The game Is Wittenberg's other hand, we have two games
first this season. Gone from the under our belt"
championship
team
art
"Wittenberg is a wellquarterback Brian Aschen- coached, well-disciplined squad
brenner, All-America ssfety
Doug Peck and three All-Ohio
conference picks.
*•
Heading the Tigers' 21
returning lettermen are senior
All-America's Bob Foster and
Dean Caven. Foster, a US
pound linebacker, set a school
record for tackles and returned
seven interceptions for 113
yards and one TD Caven, a
defensive end, led the squad in
which will have a somewhat
quarterback sacks.
Five other returning un- smaller team than what we
derclassmen from the Wit- have faced in our first two
tenberg team were All-Ohio games," Kidd said. "But from
Conference last season. They what we've been able to see in
are senior guard Rick Dill, films, it is a very scrappy
Junior punter Gary Sltler, team."
Kidd noted that last season
senior defensive tackle Dave
Biddlestone, and defensive one of Wittenberg's 12 wins
backs Jim Wymer, s senior, and came over the University of
Delaware In Delaware Stadium.
Junior George Keen.
Defense has been the key for
The Colonels started out well
the Tigers in the last three
years, when they have taken in last week's loss at Delaware,
two national titles. Both of but was plagued later in the .
these title games were shutouts, game by four interceptions and
41-0 over Juniata in 1973 and aVO three lost fumbles.
The Colonels went ahead 7-0
over Ithaca in 1975. All but two
defensive regulars return for in the first quarter, with
this season's campaign.
quarterback Ernie House
In the backfield, sophomore scoring on a three yard sneak.
tailback David Merrttt tops a Threating to score again, the
talented list. Merrttt was the Colonels fumbled the ball on the
first Tiger running back to Delaware three yard line.
Delaware marched 97 yards
break the 1,000 yard rushing
mark in a single season, gaining after the fumble for the TD,
1,013 yards on 180 carries and then went on to score four more
scoring a team high 71 points. times, leaving the Colonels

down 35-7 in the third period.
The Colonels made the score
more respectable, scoring twice
in the fourth quarter. Jim
Nelson caught one Ernie House
pass for the second score, then
Stan Mitchell broke open for a
71 yard TD run. Mitchell, a
sophomore reserve tailback
was the leading ground gainer
for the team with 133 yards on
nine carries, making him the
rushing leader in the OVC.
House completed IS of 32
passes for 130 yards and senior
Elmo Boyd caught eight of
those for 90 yards. House ranks
fourth In the OVC in total offense, averaging 155.5 YPG,
and is tied for second In passing
with 13 completions per game.
Boyd leads the conference In

three on a fourth down situation
also in the second period, aided
by two key pass receptions by
Boyd and Nelson.
"They were a strong, physical
team, but we were very
disappointed in our offensive
line," said Kidd. "We Just did
not fire out and get that first lick
in. Instead, it seemed as though
we were a little hesitant at the
line."
Defensively, Junior roverback
Anthony Miller led the Colonels'
charge with seven tackles,
three assists, one pass interception and a pass deflection. For his efforts, he made
honorable
mention
OVC
Defensive Player of the Week.
Mitchell received the same
recognition for his offensive
efforts, while senior center
Roosevelt Kelly made the offensive linemen checklist by
grading out at 76 per cent.

Junior quarterback Ernie House looks for running room in the
Sept. 3 Dayton contest, while Jim Nelson (SO) squares off against
Flyer opponents. House has completed 26 of 46 passes in two games

for 307 yards and three touchdowns, ranking fourth in the OVC in
total offense and tied for second in passing.

Women's grants offered for 'serious athletes'
By MARLA RIDENOUR
Sports Editor

pass receiving with IS catches
for 219 yards in two games.
The team had a much easier
time in their opener at Dayton,
winning 21-7.
House had a "super" game,
completing 11 of 14 pasaas for
177 yards. The first score came
on a 10 yard strike to senior
Jerome Kelley. Kelley suffered
an injured knee in the second
period and was unable to play at
Delaware.
House sneaked in from the

Twenty-six women are
utilising the 37 scholarships
offered by the women's athletic
department this year, according to Dr. Martha Mulllns,
Assistant Athletic Director.
Ten additional scholarships,
with a total value of 125,000
were approved by the Board of
Regents In August.
"We don't have to give them
because we have them,"
Mullins said. "The grants-inald should be used by talented
people who apply. We give
them to serious athletes, who

want not only the opportunity to times than anyone we have or
play but wants further have had in the past," said
development and will WORK." coach Sandra Martin.
"The
ten
additional
Gall Palmier! A sophomore
scholarships can also be used diver from Louisville. Palmieri
for walk-on athletes," Mullins turned in some outstanding
said.
performances for coach Dan
The following four women are Lichty's team, and finished
grant-in-aid holders that were fourth In the Kentucky Interomitted from the August 26 collegiate Championship meet.
issue of the Progress:
Sae Edmoads. A sophomore
Gloria Coker An outstanding
freshman
sprinter
from diver from California. Put in
Woodbury High School In New a lot of hard work for Lichty's
Jersey. "She can run better team, and finished 12th In the

Kentucky Intercollegiate
Championship Meet.
Judy Kaufman. A freshman
from Parma, Ohio. Has participated in quite a bit of

competition, including many
Ohio and Michigan meets. 1
came here because I was interested In the University, it II
close to home." she »ald-

I
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You don't have to be a football
hero to be a hero to your family*
and friends this weekend
Give everyone something
to cheer about when you bring
home the good taste of Famous
Recipe Fried Chicken.
OFFER GOOD
THRU
SEPT. 30

they don't call them that for nothing!

TAKE A HARD RIDE
STARTS SUN.:

*
MISSOURI BREAKS"

PLUS

"THE MAN FROM HONG KONG'

Every Tiiesday night
is Family Night

First Class Break (fasti

FAMILjf
BUCKET

00 OFF

NOW ONLY

$775 with this
coupon.Regular
Value »y»
Bring home the good taste of
Famous Recipe FriecL Chicken
for the whole family. *T5 pieces
of chicken • mashed potatoes
and gravy
e cole slaw
e biscuits
Ort«r good through '
OctOMrSI '»'•

Bring home
the good
taste of^^j „.

In case you didn't know. Tuesday night is very special at Pondcrosa Steak House.
It's Family Night. (From 4 P.M. till closing.)
The night you can get a sizzling Rib-eye steak dinner (or chopped beef dinner) with
baked potato, tasty salad and a roll with butter. At a very special price. Only %\ .39
So come to Ponderosa Tuesday night. Family Night.

SQUARE MEAL-SQUARE DEAL
«W%

EASTERN BY-PASS
FWOlCKt-N ^
US. 25

Richmond

OPEN 11 A.M. • 9 P.M. SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY!
. 11 A.M. -10 P.M. FRIDAY A SATURDAY

In the morniniitlv first thins; you
need i- in* IM ■rang you want to
hassle with Breakfast So it you're
trying to K-.n (hedorJi to yea* first
class, rip by McCXinald's'and pick
up an tp; McMuffin* A fried CRR
a rvweawith melced cheese 1*11 piece
of Canadian bacon served on a toasted
English muffin. It'sa first class breakfast you can eat on thennv

Wtaokalfurvu.
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Known by most as a
crazy football player...

Payne gets serious on field

«.

PM kt

THKIM

"tin

Junior tackle Bobby Payne 1751 and freshman middle guard Joe Richard (0) leave the field armin-arm after the Dayton game.

Women plan more
intramural events
By MARLA RIDENOUR
Sporti Editor
"We are trying to get more
people involved In intramurals
this year by planning more
events that will last a shorter
period of time," said Mildred
Maupin, Women's Intramural
Director.
"There will be no long,
drawn-out tournaments,"
Maupin said, "and awards will
be given to those excelling in a
sport at the end of each activity."
"Last year there were approximately 2000 participants in
women's intramurals, and we
hope for an even better turnout
with a wider range of events,"
she said. "Many students don't
realize how beneficial an hour
of relaxation can be."
"We don't want interested
girls to feel that they must be
skilled to participate," Maupin
said, "for there are intercollegiate teams for those

girls."
"Some problems do arise
because of difficulty classifying
teams according to skill," she
continued. "With more participants, however, it is more
likely that there will be
balanced teams. We don't want
the girls to feel that they are
competing against highly
skilled teams and that they
don't have much of a chance."

Pillo polo is on the agenda for
November, a game, which
resembles field hockey.
A
sponge pillow is attached to the
end of a hockey stick and a
sponge ball is used.
Another game which will be
amusing for Its participants is
scooter soccer. The players sit
on four-wheel gym dollies and
kick a five foot ball.

By MARLA RD3ENOUR
SporUKdltor
On the outside, he's Just a
crazy,
happy-go-lucky
character who enjoys laughing
and enjoying life.
On the inside, he's a serious
and dedicated football player.
This description could fit
many a person one. runs into on
a college football learn, but no
Colonel playar exemplifies it
more than tackle Bobby Payne.
His warm, deep laugh can be
heard in many campus halls,
but Payne does not take
university life as a Joke. On the
practice field or on the football
field he really gets down to
business.
Payne played four years of
football at Woodward High
School in Cincinnati (offensive
and defensive tackle), but was
no overnight sensation in the
Colonels' camp. He saw action
last season as a starter and a
reserve, but found a place in the
defensive lineup this year with
the loss of several regulars.
"Bobby is the oldest defensive
lineman we have this season,"
said head football coach Roy
Kidd. "With the exception of
Bruce Scales, the rest of the
linemen have had little college
experience."
"He has shown great
leadership, but has been leading
by doing instead of talking,"
Kidd said.
"Bobby is in
superior condition and has
made some big plays for us in
practice and leads in sprints.
He is doing very we if and has a
great working attitude."
"Overall, I've been very
impressed by the things he's
done," Kidd said.
Payne is not a glory-seeker,
however. "I never was the

Bobby Payne in headlines Judgement. Of course, I wanted
across the newspaper," he said. to play in a couple games last
"I don't like to be on top of the year and didn't get the chance.
moon or on a pedestal. But it I Just tried to go out and do the
does help once in a while when best I could."
you know you've worked hard,"
"Coach Kidd, along with
Payne said.
Coach Foels, was another big
"I haven't really had those factor in my playing," he said.
big plays yet, but I really like "It helps out tremendously to
getting them," Payne said.
know that I have another year
"I'm never satisfied with to play after this one."
second best. It hasnt come that
"I also try to help kids by
way so far, but I like to work keeping their morale up
I
hard for the best."
wasn't a starter whan, I was a
"Seeing somebody sweating freshman. I Just laugh and act
and working hard Just makes crazy with them," ' Payne
me want to work that much continued.
harder," he said. "Seeing the
"We've got a great group of
young kids UkcSoe Richard and freshmen. The unsung heros
Ron Wilson working makes me like freshmen Rickie Rhodes
push myself a little more."
and James Shelton along with
"When I became a Junior I Dave Williams have really been
realized that my career here doing a good Job," he said.
was coming to an end,'"Payne
In Payne's opinion, the
said. "I want to make the end Colonels will be a surprise in the
as good as possible and work as OVC this season. "My first
hard as I can."
thought after Saturday was that
"If I can keep my grades up, the Delaware game would
my goal is to play pro football," really hurt us. But if we can
he said. "It's been in my mind keep things together, play good
to play in the pros ever since I football, work hard, and get the
was in high school."
momemtum, we will be a
"Talking about the pros is a surprising team," he said.
big thing, and it's hard to say if "We've got the good freshman
you're ready or not. But I think and the good individuals."
I would be pretty close to
"I think we'U be ready this
making it if given the chance." Saturday," Payne said.
"Another motivation I have is "Delaware wasn't better than
a little girl at home," Payne us, it Just wasn't the real EKU
said. "I try to give it all I've got team out there. Yes, we'll be
for her, and sometimes I ready. We've already started
dedicate my games to her."
working HARD...very hard."
"Playing behind Junior was
"There is a lighter side to
pretty hard last year. When I football—tackling, screaming
moved up to the second team I and laughing every once in a
felt pretty good, but I always while in practice especially," he
wanted to do a little bit better," said. "I like acting crazy. I like
he said.
to enjoy myself and like to be
"I have a good coach, Coach around enjoyable people."
Foels, that I really believe in,"
"But, I'm really serious about
Payne said.
"I love his my play on the football field."

Coaching classes will be
Entries for tennis, golf and providing assistance for any
softbali closed Sept. 3, with team needing a coach, to gain
quite a good response. In soft- experience. "TW» will really
Mill, 18 teams entered and help our program," Maupin
competition began this week. said. "Anyone needing a coach
Golf was^row sport for the should contact me at 3340,
women's department, and Weaver 304," Maupin stated.
seven persons entered in that
The women's weight room
category. In the tennis com- was a "smashing success" last
petition, 42 girls will compete. year according toMaupin. It
Several new and unusual will be open in Weaver 101
sports are also being planned. Monday and Wednesday from
"Pool polo and basketball have 7:30 to 9:00 P.M. "If interest
been added to interest swim- continues, we may schedule
mers," Maupin said.
another time," she said.

By MARK YELLIN
Staff Writer
The sky has yet to see the
aiure of morning, yet several
figures are already padding the
streets of Richmond. True, a
few farmers may be up already,
but, these stoics have a different purpose.

A sure catch

The ball is well in hand during
a recent women's intramural
softbali game.
Eighteen
teams vy for the championship in this year's competition.

They are representatives of a
breed of dedicated, determined,
and inspired young men. They
are members of the men's Cross
Country team.
Since cross country season
competes with that of the more
popular football, it is given little
recognition and understood less
still.
The runners lifestyle is not
the most pleasant. On sharp,
frosty mornings, blazing, hot
afternoons, or star-dusted
evenings, many students will
have witnessed these slightly
built, sinewy figures transversing the campus and

8 INTRAMURAL HI-LITESil
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Deadlines are coming up for
table tennis doubles (Sept. 24)
and racquetball singles (Oct. 1).

WOMEN'S INTRAMURALS
In women's intramural action,
twenty teams have begun in a
double elimination tourney.
A
ladder tourney in tennis has also
begun.
Flag football entry forms are
due sometime tomorrow. The
forms may be picked up outside
Weaver 304. Girls not already on
a team can sign up in 304 and
they will be placed on a team.
For further information, call
3340.

Eastern By-Pass 623-8353
Tin Luck - Manager

REGULAR DINNER BOX

Horn* of thl^

WHOPPER

He added as a reminder to
students that flag football is an
"adaptation of football,"
contrary to what "a very few
headhunters" on the field may
think.
Something new on the agenda
for intramurals was the Sports
Club Festival, held Sept. M0 in
conference rooms A and B of the
Powell Building The festival,
sponsored by the various
athletic clubs on campus, gave
the groups a chance to inform
students of the activities
available through exhibits and
demonstrations.
Even though the Intramural
Department is off to a good
start this year, Jennings feels it
could be better. "Budget increases have not kept up with
participation Increases," he
said.
With the wide variety of
activities for students to choose
from, "there are many more
things we could do if we had the
finances," Jennings said.

the previous afternoon's
workout.
After a grinding day of
classes the real work commences. The warmup consist of
a half-hour of rigorous
calisthenics designed both to
stretch and strengthen all
muscular groups.
Several factors, such as day
of the week and time of the
season, figure into the daily
training schedule. Basically,
Monday and Wednesday are
over-distance days including a
run of approximately eight to 12
miles at a neat clip to raise the
heart rate to about ISO beats per

minute. At this pace the runners condition themselves in an
aerobic state.
On Tuesday and Thursday
Coach
Harvey
oversees
gruelling sessions of intervals
or repetition runs. The athlete
runs for a predetermined
distance (usually between B0
and 880 yards) at a pace which
will cause him to go into oxygen
debt or an anerobic state. After
a short rest period (SO to 90
seconds) he will repeat.
The pattern continues until
the workout is completed (or he
dies, whichever comes first!).
This is preceded by a two to four
mile run and followed by the
same.
Though their spindly appearance Is deceiving, the
distance runner follows a
specified
weight
lifting
program several days a week in
conclusion to his dally
workouts. An optional session
In the Coliseum Pool can relieve
some of the aching and soreness
runners experience in their.
muscles and Joints.
Friday is the rest day with an
easy six-eight miles before
Saturday's meet.
Sunday
usually Includes an easy,
carefree IS mile run.
Now, if readers think that
someone has erred and left out
the essential point, the race,
well it will be up to them to
come out and see that for
yourself!
The next meet will be at the
UK Commonwealth Stadium
Course on Saturday morning,
September 25

the Major
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surrounding countryside on
their daily 12 to IS mile jaunts.
In their continuous pattern
sometime before most students
roll out of bed for classes, the
thinclads will have logged their
four to six mile eye-opener.
This is the light run of the day,
at an easy pace between six and
one-half to seven minutes per
mile stressing recovery from

Sign of

Eastern Bypass
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By JOHNSCHUTTE
Staff Writer
Students should be looking
forward to a "bigger and better" year of intramural activities, according to Wayne
Jennings, Men's Intramural
Director.
Jennings
cited
better
organization and variety, Increased participation, and the
addition of a new graduate
assistant to the staff as reasons
for his optimistic outlook.
As in the past, intramural
sports begin this year with flag
football. Quite a few more
teams have entered over last
year, lending support to Joining's prediction of increased
participation.
Jennings does not feel that the
greater number of participants
will make It harder for officials
to control the games, however.
"Every year a conscious effort
is made by the referees to
control unnecessary
roughness."

CRAFT SUPPLIES

ALL DAY

BURGER KING

'Bigger, better'

Harriers lead rigorous life

now ore** foit tewmtiQ STUDO^

second round scores due today.
Third round will be due on
Monday.
Deadlines for intramural
track, co-ed tennis (mixed
doublesi and faculty tennis
singles are for tomorrow. Come
to Begley 202 before 4:00 Friday.
The meet will be held Wednesday. September 22. beginning

Intramural year..

]Jp before the farmers:

CWWttrT $«twr

Intramural action began last
week with several big football
games having been played.
In the fraternity leagues this
year, competition is wellbalanced with the TKE's. Theta
Chi's, Sigma Chi's. Beta's, and
Phi Pelt's emerging as first
week victors.
There are many strong independent teams. In a first week
upset. PIT defeated last year's
campus champion Tenth Wave.
8-6. Mattox defeated perennial
power "Ml". 12-0. SAC looks
strong again as they defeated
Breakaway. 21-0. Today's game
between Sigma Pi (also a big
winner. 22-0 over ODT III and
the Saints has been cancelled.
Tennis action has begun with

Sigma Chi battles KA in I-M action.

~~^^^mm*mmummmmm^mmmm*mmmmmmmmmm^—mmmmmmmmm
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time out

Volleyball, hockey teams
begin tough schedule

mania
nidenour
Saturday at 2:00 p.m. the football Colonels get
their chance to redeem themselves after last
week's 37-21 loss to Delaware as the Tigers of
Wittenberg visit Hanger Field.
But more than that, it is the students' chance
to show the team that they are behind them 100
per cent during this 'rebuilding' year.
Instead of pleading the case for a good turnout
•t the game myself, I will let the Colonels speak
for themselves.
"We've got a lot of mistakes out of the "way
now," said junior quarterback and co-captain
Ernie House. "We are not intimidated by Wittenberg, but respect them very much." Wittenberg won the Division III championship last
year, finishing with a 12-1 record. "I think we
can prepare ourselves and be ready to give them
a tough game."
"Playing at home is an advantage, but it
always helps to have a good crowd of fans at the
games," House said. "The guys were talking at
dinner about all the students who go home on
weekends. Those that do stay and come to the
games really show their concern, and it makes
us feel a lot better."
Senior split end Elmo Boyd feels strongly
about fan support. "That is the big thing this
week—to have a lot of fans at the game," he said.
"We didn't have anyone at Delaware and that
was a definite disadvantage. At Dayton there
were a lot of people there to support us. We need
all the help we can get."
"Last Saturday is behind us now," Boyd
continued. "We had a couple of bad breaks that
got everybody down. We'll be up for this one—I
guarantee it."
"Having a good crowd at the games is always
real important," said sophomore tailback Scott
McCallister. "It makes a big difference, and
would be great if you could get them to stay here
on weekends. But what makes you think they
are going to stay here?"
Players are not the only ones concerned about
attendance at games; it even riles a few
students.
The Progress receives anonymous letters
often, but one that came in this week was extremely strong in sentiment. Part of the letter
read:
"It is pathetic, disgusting and ridiculous that
hundreds of students take off on Friday afternoons and Saturdays that the Colonels play at
home. If they tried staying, they would like it."
"The student cheering section has really
become an active, enthusiastic and fun place to
be in the last few years," the letter continued.
"The Marching Maroon band is a top-notch unit
which puts on a first-class, thoroughly entertaining pre-game and half-time show."
"The cheerleaders really knock themselves
out to keep the crowd cheering for the team and
add much color to the game," the letter said.
"The Colonel football team is a well-drilled,
determined and exciting group which plays well
enough all of the time to deserve the support of
every student and faculty member."

By SUSAN BECKER
Staff Writer

Darey gasliei

For assistant trainer Shriver

'Prevention-name of the game'
BySUEFREAKLEY
Staff Writer
"The hardest part about
being an athletic trainer is to
see an athlete, especially a
dedicated athlete, being held
out of competition due to an
injury. It is really a beautiful
thing when an athlete is
returned to competition after
rehabilitation,"
remarked
Darcy Shriver.
Shriver came to the campus
August 15 as the assistant
athletic trainer to Dr. Bob
Barton. She plays a dual role,
being the athletic trainer for
women's sports, and assisting
Dr. Barton In the men's
program. A physical education
graduate of Miami University
In Ohio, Shriver found out about
the job opening last year. The

Li

Oxford, Ohio native was a
graduate student at Indiana
University and also served as a
student trainer at both Miami
andlU.
Another of Shriver's roles is
that of physical education instructor.
She teaches two
sections of PHE 310, Care and
Prevention of Athletic Injuries,
and PHE US, Introduction to
Physical Education.
The University's athletic
training program, which Is
approved by the National
Athletic Trainers Association,
will be run a little differently
this year, according to Shriver.
In the past, graduate students
were in charge of the program.
Besides
completing
the
required curriculum, students
will help Shriver by taping
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According to Stanaland, field
hockey is becoming more
popular every year.
This year's team will be
ready for their first game, said
Stanaland. "You can sense the
enthusiasm....the exuberance in
a young team ready Co play
hockey."
The Hanover game will be
held Saturday.Sept. 18,1:00p.m.
at Hood Field. (Connie Fpx, the
new head coach at Hanover
received her Masters' st
Eastern last spring.)
The team will also host the
University of Kentucky st Hood
Field on Tuesday, Sept. 21. The
game starts at 4:30.

this key
Th« CLU kty it went by a very special person—a Chartered LHe Underwriter. To quality
tor lh« cLU designation, an individual mint successfully complete a cemprahonsive course
ot study and demonstrate hit competence by passing a series ol collage -level eaaminetlons
In the areas ol Ilia and health Insurance, penitom. law. trusts, taxation, finance, economic!
and business and .Mat. planning Riaid tthical and eaperienco requirements mutt also bo
mot—end lor most candidates it takes live years to become a CLU

Your Man With The Key At EKU

T.F. GRIMES. C.L.U.
American General Life
,

326 Geri Lane
Richmond, Ky.
Phone 623-8807
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"We've had conditioning
programs before, but this is the
first year it's worked so well,"
said Polvino. "The average
verticle Jump is 19 inches...which Is Important for
the attack. The average for the
30 yard dash is 4.7 seconds
...that's pretty good."
In
addition
tophysical conditioning,
Polvino also wants to develop s
team that can think fast on their
vfeet.
"They have to be able to think
and read (the other team)...and
make quick decisions in those
critical times like getting Into
position to field a spike,"
Polvino said.
The team will face Indiana
University and Ball State, as
well as four other strong Illinois
teams, in this week's in-

MmMJfHr

OPEN
TUES.-SAT.
11 ■.■.-9 p.m.
SUM., I a.m-3 p.m
OR

volleyball.

vitational.
The women's field hockey
team also opens their season
this week with a home match
against Hanover College.
The Held hockey team faces
"a most smbltious schedule
this year", according to head
coach Peggy
Stanaland,
especially since five top
players graduated last spring.
"We're in better shape now
than I thought we'd be," said
Stanaland. "We have some
exciting new talent and good
bench strength from last year."
Most of the 32 girls who tried
out for the team are from the
Louisville, Cincinnati and
Dayton areas, where field
hockey is s popular high school
sport.
There are six Intercollegiate field hockey teams
In Kentucky, and Eastern Is the
defending state champ.

Why
you
should
know
about
the man
who

Where Richard Paul serves only the finest food.
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"Prevention is the name of
the game, and I'm going to
strive to give the athlete the
best care possible," Srhlver
stated.

The LumviHh & KaoftriKe Vimq Co*

According to Suttie, the top
three conferences this year are
the Southeast, Southwest and
the Atlantic Coast
"About U men tried out for
the team this season, but only 10
will make the cut," Suttie said.
Only six members can play at
one time.

HANDMADE
^LEATHER GOODi
AND SPECIALITY \
ITEMS
SPECIAL ORDERS
WELCOMED

each day, she and her assistants
begin preparing the athletes for
practice.

Stow Your Pace by relaxing on

is a "fine amateur and has the
potential
of
turning
professional."

iRTH LEATHER]

ankles and knees, helping out in
practices, observing, and attending games. "This Is s very
important
part
of the
program," Shriver said.
Shriver stated that she is here
for two reasons, "to help out
with the women's teams
prevention of injuries and to
teach the students to become
trainers."
She then added,
"But they teach me, too."
Shriver feels that her main
Job Is prevention and proper
conditioning of the athletes.
She starts her day early,
arriving at the Coliseum at 7:00
a.m. to assist Dr. Barton in the
treatment of football players.
Except for teaching in Weaver,
the rest of Shriver's day is spent
giving treatments in the
training room. At 2:00 p.m

ALL ABOARD

Clark paces golfers
By CHARLES PATTERSON
SUH Writer
"ThU year's golf team ts very
young, untried and untested,"
said Coach Jim Suttie.
"The group is also very
consistent," Suttie'said, "I've
never had » team which carries
about the same score."
Richard Clark, a Junior
Collegiate Ail-American for the
past two years will lead this
year's team. Suttie says Clark

The women's volleyball team
will open their season this
weekend by travelling to the
Illinois State
University
Invitational, the first meet in a
long line of tough competition
for Eastern's young squad.
"Our overall schedule is
good," said coach Geri Polvino,
"and it's also the most difficult
we've had. We're trying to
mold our people for national
level competition."
Eastern compiled s 29-11
record last year, and won the
state and regional championships. The team finished
somewhere around 15th in the
national playoffs.
Pour of the six starters
graduated last year, but
Polvino is confident of the five
freshmen
and
seven
sophomores who are working to
fill the vacancies. Junior Linda
Nelson and seniors Velma
Lehmann and Marcia Mueller
are the only upperclassmen on
the team.

"They're all very interested
in each other and very
cooperative," said Polvino.
"It's a very smooth bunch...the
best I've had."
The team has been working
since the first week of school to
get ready for tomorrow night's
opening match.
"We've been putting in three
hour practices," said Polvino,
"plus a weight training
program and running a mile on
alternate days."
The goals of the conditioning
program are to develop power,
increase the verticle Jump, and
improve overall strength and
stamina, all of which are
essential to playing good
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First game brings relief to Combs
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near the end of July and we try to get the
program done three weeks before each
game. Six pages In the middle of each
program are inserted the week of the
game to give current information about
each team and OVC standing." he said.
Two thousand programs are printed
-for each game and revenue from sales
gross 16,500 yearly, which covers prin-

ting coats.
Physical maintanence of Hanger Field
began after winter months with aeration,
and moistening of the field.
"We spray the field with weed killer for'
broadleaf and other weeds," said
Raymond G a board, superintendent of
grounds and maintenance. "Then we
spray for sod web worms and keep the
ground moist for needed ground repair."

Painting of the field takes place this
week, a few days before the game, to
insure a new look.
Hanger Field now lies empty, except
for the few University employees applying final touches for the first home
game. But when the gates open and the
crowd pours tat, many people will fad
their Job la completed, at least until the
next game.

Martin files motion to dismiss lawsuit
(Ceatlaaed
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damaged Landrum's professional
reputation...
—That around January 7, 1976, Dr.
Mullen, now teaching at East Texas State
University, objected to Landrum's
teaching certain material from certain
readings, which displeased Mullen
because the material included an
academic analysis of a person in,
Mullen's position in relation to other'
faculty members...
—that around December 1, 1975,
Thompson and Mullen communicated
with Dr. Oberita Hager and Mr. Robert
Hungarland, both instructors of Business
administration, thereby causing a
written document to be published Indicating that Landrum was incompetent
and uncooperative...
—that all the defendants acted in
concert in refusing to provide Landrum
with specific reasons for issuing the
terminal contract, which is tantamount
to the termination of Landrum's employment, instead of recommending him
for tenure.
Dr. Martin said the University is going
to try each and every one of Landrums
allegations in court, and added that all
statements were false.
In an interview, Landrum added that
he believes that the "trouble" began
when he demonstrated disagreement
with a list of College of Business objectives prepared by Thompson.
"He distributed a list of College objectives and asked each of us for our
reaction. I told Dean Thompson that he
had left out the most important objective.
He resented this suggestion of mine. But

have you ever seen a list of college objectives which omits that of education
and graduating students?"
Landrum said the lawsuit may last
several years, will cost him over f 10,000
and that he will stay in hot pursuit
because he believes in what he's doing.
President Martin brought to the
Progress' attention that Landrum has
been involved In other suits, both as
plaintiff and defendent. He said these
include a suit brought against Landrum
by the First Bank and Trust Company,
and another bank suit in Columbus, Ohio.
He added that the plaintiff has sued Rep.
John Breckinbridge, among others.
Martin also asked this reporter to
check with Landrum on a suit stated in
the Courier-Journal as "Central Kentucky Supply Company, Inc., vs. Robert
Landrum el al. for alleged fraud."
"The last thing I wanted to do was to
sue my employer and superiors,"
Landrum said. "Beginning with the very
first day (April 1) that Thompson laid the
terminal number on me, I tried through
visits, talks, letters, and influence to get
a reversal or get reasons. None came.
So, I contacted a lawyer, paid him a
retainer, and he filed the complaint.
Landrum a former bank president, has
obtained two bachelor of science degrees
(in industrial adminstratlon and
meteroroly) at the University of Kentucky. 1947. and the University of
Chicago in 1947. He received an MBA
degree in financial management at
Harvard University in 1949, and his
D.B.A. (doctorate of business administration) in Management and

Organisational Behavior at the
University of Kentucky in 1973.
According to Jack Palmore, University
attorney, the University is in the midst of
preliminary hearings. He said the case
will not come before the court for at least
a year.

Ethics
relevant

Charlie Hay keeps a tidy shop as director of the University
Archives in the Cammack Building. In the storage are

{Continued Irani page 1)
engrained that they will always stay with
them." They should come out of the
course with a developed technique for
making all types of decisions, but
especially those concerned with moral or
ethical problems.
The course, which will be off ered again
next semester, Is unique to the University as far as Landrum and Gray can
determine. She calls it "very Important"
and "innovative" although other schools
don't seem to have caught on yet.
The idea for the class was born last
year when Landrum took an Introduction
philosophy course under Gray. He felt
that the principals of the early thinkers
"Just don't work today In organisations
where if you don't conform, you may get
squeezed out"
Relating philosophy and business
ethics became first an Interest, then a
class and may eventually result in a
textbook solely for students of
organisational ethics—whom the
teachers expect to see growing numbers
Jf In coming semesters.

documents, records, publications, photographs and tapes.

Archives link University^past
By SUSAN LENNON
Staff Writer
Within the solemn walls of the Cammack building lies the office of the
University Archives home of the
University's past.
No signs of carelessly stacked
volumes are to be found. Likewise,
there are no musky odors, gloomy
crannies or yellowed papers covered
with dust.
Instead, shelves of Immaculate bindings reside amidst a
hospital sterile atmosphere.
Mr. Charlie Hay, University archivist,
sees to this efficient manner of preserving the University's records. Accomplished in the field of history, Hay is the
founder of this department and has
nurtured its rapid progress. Now well
Into his doctoral program, Hay is busily
expanding his three month old "baby"

and creation.
In discussing Eastern's archives
department. Hay clarified, "Since
we are a new system, records here
consist mainly of matters pertaining to
Dr. Robert Martin. Over 309 boxes of
documents containing over 359,000 Items
have been Inventoried."
Just what is the responsibility of an
archivist? According to Hay, "he is In
charge of the preservation of documents,
records, publications, photographs,
tapes, phonodlscs (records), films and
all memorabilia of continuing and enduring value that relate to the history
and administration of a university."
Hay pointed out the necessary steps
taken in the preservation process. "A
record or document is first arranged In
accordance to classification. Next It is

—--■---

examined and put In an add-free folder
and transferred to a similarly treated
box.
The Item is then stored In a specially;
designed Ore-proof temperature and;
humidity controlled room to insure;
maximum control of preservation. An
inventory is then made of detail. Lastly,
the document is listed In a guide for*
future retrieval."
The Archives does however, coot
Milestone yearbooks and boasts a II
edition. In urging Increases ,.
tivity of this new department, donations
ware stressed.
"Any momento,
documents or paper Is welcome for
preservation," Hay said.
The office of the University Archives is
located In Room 31 of the Cammack
building.
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FREE
Hamburger
and
Soft Drink
ANY Short

GARMENTS
SUCH AS

SLACKS SWEATERS
PLAIN SKIRTS

^

PLUS SPECIAL
PRICES ON QUALITY
DRYCLEANING AT
BIG B CLEANERS.
LIMITED TIME

1

With your order for $2.00 or more in drycleaning
at BIG B we will give you a coupon good for a
regular hamburger and a Solt Drink at McDonald's.
Simple as thatl You get the very best in drycleaning at special prices, plus the most popular hamburger in the World, and a Soft Drink Free.
This offer good only at the following McDonald's
location: Eastern By-pass, Richmond. Kentucky.

COLLEGE

CAMPUS
SPECIAL!
School 1.0.
must be
presented
with
garments

SPECIALS GOOD FRIDAY ONLY!

ANY

SHIRTS

™9

L

GARMENTS

Laundered to
Perfection

SUCH AS

TOPCOATS DRESSES
RAINCOATS

One Hour
Dry Cleaners
1

Shoppers Village Shopping Center
Main Street, Downtown
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